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CLEARLY
BLUFFING

• Drivers Vote Against Peace at The
Windy City.
•
TWO CRUISERS TO BRING A REJECTION WILL GIVE NO
els
Second'adoption was given thi
Chicago, July '17.—Both the railTHEM FROM NEW
ALTERNATIVE. BUT
'Pleasure stipulating _that Woodward
way
express end the department store
BY THE COUNCIL WHILE IN street
YORK.
be graded and graveled
WAR.
drivers having voting to continue (he RUSSIA WILL STAND ON HER
from
Yeisete
to Meyer street, and
SESSION LAST EVENstruggle, union leaders predicted tothat Yeiser avenue s•hall fikewise be Visit Psesident and Then Go to Ports- Riksdag Determined
That Crisis day that the
DIGNITY, SAYS THE NOtearnetees strike would
ING.
month
On the Vessel Assigned
improved.
Shall Leave No Blemish on
be prolonged until. the afternoon or
VOE VREMYA.
The automobile ordinance was givThem.
Escutcheon.
tile cony • n of tier Internat. '
en first passage, it providing that the
Bootherh o
of Teamsters, wile,
A SEVER.OiL HOURS' SESSION machine owners shall not speed their
Oyester Bay, L. I., July 17.—PresiStockholm, July 17.—Sweden's dis- ,ipens in P ladelphia, August 7.
THE POWERS MAY INTERFERE
"flying devils" faster than six miles dent Roosevelt devoted himself prac- solution condition
s1 n iw in curse_ of
The department pre drivers dean, hour, and that numbers four inch- tically exclusively today to the trans- preparation,
will possess all the force 'tided by au almost unanimous vote
Acts Limiting .seed of Automobiles es long shall, be attached to the rear action of the executive business for- of an ultimatum, accerdino to Capt. to continue the strike after
they ware- To Prevent
axle, giving the turrnbei of that ma- warded to him from Washington and Baumgarten, who introduce
the Japs From Being
and Ringiror pf Gongs on Ice
d in the- informed that the railway express
chine, said numbers being recorded to recreation at and about Sagamore upper house the resolution
drivers
had taken -imilar action.
to approToo Far-Reaching in Their
Wagons.
by the owner with the city clerk, Hill. No arrangements for visitors priate icio,000,00 kroner ($26,800,0
The railway express drivers' vote
00),
also the name to whom the outfit be- wtre made and no visitors were ex for toe in emergency.
Terms.
resulted in a count of 163 for war
longs, so it will be known whose ma- pected.
"When the okstag has decided on and 121 for pesee. There are more
FRANCHISE OR A SUIT ONE. chine it we: in Case of an accident
Except for the naming of the day, the dissolution terms," said the cap- than 700 members in the
organizalike somebody getting run over and the arrangements have been complet- tain this morning, "ti.,y will represent tion, and the
bigtht vote cast ,was due, THE YELLOW PERIL AGAIN.
the machinist flying on in trying to rd for the approaching visit to the 1,the country's irreducible minimum it .is said, to
the fact that nearly half
On accoune of the absence of Pres- get away without it being known president of the peace plenipoRntiar- from the standprint of national horr- of the members of the union have
it was. The ies. The navy department has sug- or. Their rejectiPn will give us no obtained employment
ident Geritge I grain from last whose automobile
in other lines. St. Petersburg, July 17.—The Nomeasure also stipulates that autoists gestitl, and the president has approv- atternative but war. The riksdag
is Others, who have become indifferent voe Vrenvy.a today prints the
night's meeting o the council Mem- must not let their machine::
follow.stand on ed of the idea, that the envoys be !determined that the crisis shall leave remained away from the
polls.
Mg statement of Russiee position,
ber John G. ,Ite opf was selected the streets alone and that outsiders brought to Oyster Bay from New oc blemish
on Sweden's escutcheon.
The frequently deferred plan of
by the other members as president must not bother the automobiles. The Yorn on two cruisers. After the in"VVith the exception of the social- Mayor Dunne to take policemen off which may be inspired:
that
with
preeided
terre
and
pro
bill as it originally read stipulated farmal reception the plenipotentiaries ists, the country solidly upholds this the wagons of
"Russia can consent only to such a
firms affected by the
view borne of -good erise and long that numbers should go on both the will, go aboard the Mayflower and attitude. The king
wilt not oppose it teamsters' strike went into effect 40- peace as will not affect the dignity or
service. The only other absentee was front and rear axle and also that a the Diciphin here, and will be taken when the steadfast
ness of the nation's day in the bbeiness districts. About vital interests of the empire. To act
Councilman Edward Gilson.
light should he arranged so as to in those vessels to Portsmouth, N. H., attitude is =vilest. Sweden can pu 300 polis-^ien
were returned to or- otherwise would be fatal to Russia
Mayor Yeiser preesnted the many flash the rays on the nutnbers after with an escort of at least one cruiser 100.000 effectives
into the field the dinary i• e-:
or a time the busi- and would threaten all Fin-lope.
Euprotests lodged with him by property nightfall, Si) people could see the fig- and perhaps two. Commander Cam- week after the declaratio
n of hostili- ness etsee
ereceings •• ill he rope, no longer believes in Japan's
JefferKentucky
avenue.
owners
of
ures plain enough to read them. At- eron McR. Winslow, who has been ties, and Norway can only put 45,000. guarded tw
4
assurance that she will not restrict
ot
son street. and Sixth. Seventh and torney Thomas Harrison. the legal ordered to command the Mayflower, Sweden could maintain
the same rate Specially guarded rrettes to all freight European interests in tbeo.far eatit.
Ninth streets, stating that they would counsel for the automobile club, ex- which will be at the disposal of the of preponderance througho
ut
the stati‘ is will be take!! by wapens for Even in America and England the
not pay for the storm water sewerage plained to the council that it would envoys during their sojourn in the war."
the stsrke affected firms As a prelim voices of moral instigation's can be
0
and other street reconstruction ine- be impossible to put numbers in the United States, will continue as the
ie-ey to the change today, the police hearik in favor of the direct interferproveneents as contemplated under front, on account of the gasoline tank president'e naval aide, notwithstandt
e- wagons in the bu nuns district ence of the powers to moderate Jathe preNnt ordinances along those protruding out over the front .axle. ing his new command.
• eye for a week been is n'ain cloth- pan's demands. Our plenipotentithorougbfares, the work having been and also that it was impracticable to
aries
",instead of nniforms.
rerneenber that they must
let to the Southern Flittilittie com- arrange lights so they wriaild Aline on
defend the interests not -only of Rugpany. The pretests were fi*d away the numbers. At hie suggestion the
'sit, but also of the other Caucasian
SUPERINTENDENT YOUNG TAY lEt.t.' JUDICIARY SYSTEM
for future refeWnce.
light part was stricken out, and al.powers and they will find moral supLOR
RHODE
FROM
COMPAC
T WITH
The board ratified the purchase by that providing for a number in fronn
"ND. port in Berlin, Paris,
Washington,
Providenc
e. R. I., July re -The
THEM.
the mayor of the as-foot strip of Violation of the measure is punishar, v state judiciary system -,e; Rhode and perhaps even in London. Our_
COUNCI
L
GOES
AFTER
IT
IN
ground leading from beside the old ble by a fine of from $s to $25 and
STRONG TERMS LAST
Morgan and Garvey Are Still in Jail Islaie; was inaugurated today. In army in the field is much stronger
Dogwood factory 'near Sixth and first adoptions was given same.
place of the supreme court es it has than it was fifteen months ago.
NIGHT.
for Assaulting the Two McCarBoyd streets dowedo the river front
Mlembere 'McCarty, Retitopf. Rig,
"The Hamburger Nachrichten proexisted
for over a century, a new sutya Ten says Ago.
• Th•,land was boight for $425 from lesberger and Taylor wanyia to make
poses that Europe intimate to Japan
preme
court
has
Ordinanc
been
es
formed
to
to
Be
Adopted
carry
PreventJ. An4r Bauer, who owns the old fac- the epeed limit four miles an hour.
Superintendent Young Taylor, .of on the work of the former appellate that extreme demands will be resisting Them From Ringing Bell
tory froperty. The city will WC the
There was ;Tad the ordinance exthe
dry docks at the foot of Jefferson division, while a superior court is sub ed by Europe in general, especially
Before
6
O'Clock
a.
m.
strij as a street leading from Sixth tending the fire limits so that the
street,
stated yesterday that the caul- stituted for the old common pleas di- Germany. This is a valuable state69&n across the somas-me to the we- tioudaries woukl be mad'e to include
kers'
union
had notified him that he vision. yhe new system was adopted ment. We must ascertain the acceptA movement taken by the council
t 'e edge so as to open a paseage- the territory inside that district
able maximitim of our concessions to
by the last legislature.
y to the ganiage dump that is to bounded by Monroe, starting at last night that will meet with the need not consider himself any longer
Japan from the European point of
bound
the
by
agreemen
t
he
signed
7
1
be removed from the :foot of Clay First, then out to Seventh, up Sev- hearty co-operation of every citizen
view and act accordingly."
permitting the caulkers to spin the:Back in America.
street.
ent to Washington, dovk Washing- of this town was that regarding the
New
own
York,
oakum
July
instead
17.-0.
of
B.
having
Hurst,
the
loud
clanging oi gongs and bells by
To the-board of supervisors was ton to Fifth, up Fifth to Claris, down
More Troops Mutiny.
referred the protests of Dr. John Clark to First and then along the the drivers of ofle ice wagons of this lads to do it as heretofore. This United States consul at LaGuiara: J.
Lodz,
B
July 17.—Part of the EkatPeterson,
tureas
United
that
Mr.
States
Taylor
can
consul
now
city
work
at
with the result that pandemonium
44
• Oehlechlaeger and Charles C. Lee river front to Monroe. As this is
that their propertl• was over-assessed a very important micas-tire, it was not reigns supreme whenever these vehi- .-siessi he wants to, whether union or Puerto Cabello, and Gen. Samuel erinburg regiment stationed here mu4,1
Pearson, forefterf• of the Boer army, tinied today and killed an officer. The
cled nuisance happens to be in any rreresunion men.
for city tax purposes.
(Concluded on Eighth Page.)
When the caulkers presented their arrived here today on the steamer Car mutineers were arrested.
neighborhood.
Tie mayor reported that Sanitary
Owing to the state of siege the cit• Early in the morning when the wag new agreements to the marine planes acas from Venezuela and Porto Rico.
Inspector W N. Simmons had reizens
of Lodz are compelled to confirst
the
of
this month it was rejected
ctite start to make their rounds deliver
ed and George Webb had been
tribute $1,soo daily toward the mainall
except
by
Mr.
Taylor,
beestuse
ing
tbe
ice
•
eignated to Ml the vacancy until
or going to the factory after
tenance of troops here.
loads of same, the drivers try them- atricles stipulated the caulkers should
he council and aldermen met in
--r-ore,4essasseaseessmaadai,„
'elves in seeing how much racket they, spin their oakum and boys no longer
joint session to elect some one to
CITY
DEMOCR
ATIC
More Trouble at Warsaw.
COMMIT
The caulkers
can make ringing the bells, yelling employed for this.
take the place. The selection of Mr.
•
agreed with Mr. Taylor that if the INSPECTOR
TEE DECIDED TO DO
Warsaw.
July 17.—A sergeant of
end pounding their gongs.
Webb was rated and he will he
GENERAL NOEL
detectives was shot and killed here
GAINES AND MR. M'CORkept in the service until the two
Last night Councilman Geo. Oehl marine ways and Finney docks did
THAT.
today by an unknown man. kpatroI
schlaeger at the meeting stated it was rest sign with% a reasonable length
boards meet and officially elect him.
MICK
of infantry, while pursuing the asThe mayor reported that when he Candidates Will Have to Enter by the very bothersome, and moved that an of time the new agreement, that Mr.
put up the telephone franchise for
ordinance be brought in compelling Taylor vrcoild be relieved and not corn Roth Here ,Yesterday Looking Over sassin, fired a volley, killing a merFirst of August. Else They
chant.
the drivers to desist from ringing pelled to abide by the compact. Now
sale floc week from yesterday the
Wallace Park Preparing for State
Cannot Run. t_
Cumberland Telephone company retheir gongs, bells, blowing horn, or seventeen days have passed since the
Encampment.
foiled to bid on same, despite.the fact
Sunken Russian Vessels,
yelling before 6 o'clock in the morn- article, were signed by Mr. Taylor
The expected attempt to pull off the ing as it awakens evetebody in the and as yet the other two plains have
This morning Inspector General
that it was put up for their especial
Tokio, July 17.—It is expected
benefit.
He stated that
Henry city democratic primary called for district beinc traversed. The sugges- not agreed to the new schedule. The Noel Gaines Ind Cpl. A. T. hIcCor- that the 'Russian warship* Palada,
Hughes bought thejgrant for $20, August atst, did not materialize when tion of Mr. Oehlschlaeger met hearty two weeks and a half being a reason- mick, of the state militia, left after Pobieda and Poltava, sunk at Port
but on the mayor's recommendation the city democratic committee met fevor from the entire board. and sble length of time, Mr. Taylor is spending yesterday in the city look- Arthur, will soon be refloated.
ing over Wallace park where the state
the council refused to let Hughes last evening at the city hall police Mews. McBroom and Kolb advocat- now released fern the agreements.
have it for this low figure. The may- court room. There were twelve of ed that in addition to refusing them Julian Morgan and George Garvey military companies will hold their enShipoff Will Come.
or and city solicitor were then order- the eighteen COMMitteeme n present permiFsion to ring the bells before 6 the two union caulkers 'who assaulted campment, commencing August 7th
St. Peterehurg, July 17.—The reed to peaceed against the Cumber- either in person or by proxy, and ev- o'clock, that the drivers be fined, if •Forerqpn Alex McCarty, Sr.. and and continuing for a period of one port that M. Shipoff,
director of the
land Telephone company and com- ery one was heartily in favor of hav- they rang them within a block of Alex McCarty, Jr., at the marine month. Mr. Gaines is from Frank- treasury department,
would not acways
,are
still in jail not having yet fort while Mr. McCormick hails from company
pel them to take a franchise or fight ing the primary as decided upon some churches on the Sabbath while preach
the Russian peace mission
raised the $too with which to pay Bowling Green. Both were highly to
weeks ago.
rig is going on. Their reason for th
the matter out in the courts.
Washington, is incorrect
The parties who do strictly a coal
wet tOt on many occasions ministers their fine of that sum. Both the pris- pleased with the site for the encampChairman Berry presided at
business here in the city, and do not gathering, while Secretary W. Bass have had to stop their sermons when oners are being made "trusties" about ment and spent quite a while out on
Japan Loaning Money.
,t'.
handle grain, produce or run storage was there until called away to visit a ;...n ice wagon came along the clemor the lockup, and this is a pretty risky the grow.lcs.
Tokio,
July 17.—The Korean loan
wagons and teams, put in a protest sick patient, and Committeentea Ar- end racket being so loud ;he veice of thing as the penalty overhanging
Mg. Gaines has about arranged that of
$t
,000,000
was over-subscribed
them
for
service
is a heavy and long the brigade headquarters will be near
against being roadie to pay the $35 thur Bailey then kept the minutes Of the pitacher could not he heard above
four times. It was the first foreign
annual license exacted of them while tht session. On deciding to cgrt'y out
die and turmoil occasioned by the one thar many would like to avoid by the Gun club house, while the regithe coal dealers handling several their original intentions of hating a useieefr noise which in some in.stan:es escaping. As yet Morgan is quite mental headquatrere for officers will loan ever floated in Japan.
5
lines pay only the same amount. The primary, the committeemen decided seerns.to be made for the espezial pur black under the eyes where Alex Mc- face same a short distance down the
Carty, Jr., beat him.
sloping hill. Then between the regi- CZAR WILL NOT
council heeded the petition and gave that all the candidates entering the pose reif bothering people.
‘Vhen there it a strike on the union mental tents and woods near the GivGO TO MOSCOW.
first passage to a new ordinance. primary shall post their names and
Thafordinance committ!e *as order
making the parties dealing in coal entrance fee with the body by the first lei toStine in the measurs r:elit awe) caulkers are allowed $5 a week each en Campbell home, the rows of tents
alone pay $25 pee year, and those Fell- of August so it will be known who is io.cagee the present warm weether be- for eight weeks to maintain them dur- will he erected for the nine compan- Conditions in City Considered Alarm4
ing—Troops for Linevitch.
ing coal, lime, -cement. etc.. pay $35. going to run and the ballot's can be ing favorable to The ice business the ing the controversy. This money ies in each regiment. At the edge of
greatest number of wagons are now comes out of the national treasury. the woods will be the cook houses.
To the finance committee was re- printed accordingly.
ferred the question of either paying
St. Petersburg, July 17 —Conditions
A committee of five evas chosen to out doing business and the noise is at and yesterday morning the local caul- and mess room for the soldiers, while
kers received their first pay, a check over in the woods proper will be a in Moscow are considered so alarmoff the $1,700 note Ed and R. G. Ter- make all arrangements for the elec- present at its greatest.
having come for them from New Jer- "crematory" for the purpose of burn- ing that the czar has given up all idea
rell iold against the city, or making tion, that sub-body being composed of
WILLIAM WITHERS DEAD. sey.
ing the vast amount of garbage ac- of making a trip thither. He has also
arrangettitnts to pay it off. The city Chairman Berry, Thomas B. Harrison
cummulating around the eating and ferbidd,en• the Zentstvo congress to
paid them that sum for thg strip of Mrnin Clark, George Bondurant and
ANTI-TRUST LAW VALID.
closet quarters. The signal corps meet privately. It, is reported that
ground so Nineteenth street could be Johntson Bass, Mr. Berry has called, Led Orchestra at Ford's Theatre the
will put on top of the Wallace park too,000 fresh troops will reach Genopened from Madison to Trimble and this body of five to meet at his officae
Night Lincoln Wu Assassinated.
Old Line Insurance Companies and hill near the residence occupied by Linevitch before the peace riegotianow there fails due the note given for in the Fraternity building tonight
New York, Julie, 17.—Wm. Withat
Trust Products Excluded.
the obligation.
Manager,...Malone, of the Casino, and tiors can mee' in Washington
R o'clock, at which time they will rid*. s, of Wakefield, who led the orinn the )de of the hill between the
The accounts and salaries we-e el- line wnet entrance fees each acorn-sill hkeatra of Ford's
theater, WashingLittle Rock, Ark.. July v.—The Malone home and road over towards
-lowed en being presented by rhal7- shall put up for being a candidate, to ton; the night
HEADED FOR NORTH POLE
of April te, t865, when Arkansas anti-trust
law was declared Mayor Yeiser's residence will be the
man Detilechlaeger of the fins ace as to derfay the expenses of the elec- Preskfent Lincoln
New York, July 17.—The Roosewas shot, is dead
rommittee.
tion. The sub-committee is to publish at his home in that place at the age valid by the supreme court of the hospital quarters. The band and store velt, in which Capt Robert E. Peary
state today, two justices dissenting rooms will be near brigade headquar- hopes to reach the North Pole,
TiVre was lodged the report df the entrance fees right away ea every- of seventy. Wilkes
startBooth stabbed from the opinion. It is
agreed that ters. A brigade is composed of three ed on her long voyage yesterday.
the board of city supervisors, who body preparing to enter can know him after leaping
from
the
presieffect
the
of
this decision will be to regiments, therefore the headquarters Capt. Peary started last night by rail
met in special session lent week and what they will have to pay.
dent's box to the stage, and a de- shut out
from the state all old-line for the brigade remains here during for Sydney, Cape Breton, where he
granted relief to property owners erThere is a field of candidates just tective arrested him. In the confusinsurance companies that maintain a the entire encampment.
roneously assessed on their holdings waiting for everything to
will join the ship.
be arranged ion of the mcrrnent many in the the- rating agreemen
t, and any trust pro`for municipal telt purposes. The for the election, when
The street car company is now preThe Roosevelt was saluted by all
they will an- ater believed Withers fined the shot ducts sold in
the state will be in vio- paring to have the grounds cleared manner of steam and sailing craft on
doe-intent also *bowed that thee as- nounce, and already numerous
killed
names that
Lincoln.
Hundreds
lation of its terries. The case was up for the soldiers and fix them a her way to sea. She passed out
sessment on the national hanks per- are being spoken of in connectio
The
n ecreagied "Kill hint, shoot him!" and carried to the
supreme court by a good parade ground whereon to hold Narrows at 4:45 p. in.
sonalty in this city was raised $171.- with the different offices. now to
be he was dragged oat of the angry mob Connecticut fire insurance
000 above the valuations placed last filled are aldermen
company their drills and dress parades. Tele,
couyeilmen, jurist in time to he saved from being to test the law.
year open this part of their taxable school trustee
phone connections will be run out and
Near Gadsden, Ala., five negroes
and city police judge. badly hurt.
property.
extensions made to the water mains assaulted and killed Mrs. S. J. Smith.
Two murderers of other men were that now reach Wallace park, llitt They weer arrested and jailed and a
Second adoption was given the
Christ Joint Ckft, a retired conThe big Baptist congress in session electroget
ted at Sing Sing, New York, which will be run over for attachment mob was formed to lynch ,them but
bill making it fineable for any One tractor, hanged himself
in Louisville in London has approved the proposed yrcterday
. One was white and the te the cooking rooms of the compan- the militia was called and the men
to spit on the public sidewalks.
'Sunday because of family• troubles.
Baptist world alliance.
tether black.
ies.
- s
protected.
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

AT
RADES -CITY ATTORNEY HARRISON
THIS EVENING
WILL FIND OUT WHAT
H'OME lztY THE Nr.WELL
FILED SUIT AGAINST CITY OF
SOCIETY.
IT IS.
PADUCAH IN FEDERAL
COURT.
Miss Aktha Prince and Mr. Robert. R. M. May Was Acquitted While E.
M--,(11Vy
'Ou4 w.ant a first class job by an
'
-- H. Douglas Was Fined $3 for
Duke Married Sunday—Visitors
Tomorrow Judge Reed Will Take Up
'
46
Engaging in a Fight.
From Tolu Married Here.
expert7workmau? If 'you do take
Suit of Milton Finch vs.
Headquart
ers
for
Spaulding
baseball
Draughan College.
.
As a result of the case being taken
The Newell society of the BroadIt to
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
say Methodist church gives its enter- up in the police court yesterday morn
Markie Worten continues changing tainment this evening at. the residence lug by Judge Sanders against Will etc,_ etc.
his base of operations as regarding of Mts. William Eades on Jefferson Diggs and Will Kirk, both colored,
his suits filed against the city of Pa- street between, Ninth and Tenth, at there will be analyzed the beverage
ducah, and yesterday instituted anoth- ahich lime ices will be aervect and a they were selling aboard- the street
224 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.
er against the municipality in the delightful time had by all.
car during the colored people's trolUnited States court for some of his
ley ride last week over the car system
farmer lockup prisoner friencla, This
oi this city. The negroes are th•
Sunday Nuptials.
DR.UG .STORES.:
one was for Charles Klotter and Wor 'Miss Alerha Prince and Mr. William ones, who had the car chartered and
:
ten sets up the same plea. thra the Robert Duke,"of this city were mar- were selling the stuff, but they claim
.ti
lacy
kss
otns.Sphonets. phone
38 23,
plaintiff was illegally worked out up- rieecet 10:30 o'clock Sunday morning it was not beer but a nomin(oxicant.
on the street chain gang while serv- at the'home of Rev. E. H. Cunning- One of the bottles conti-cated by DeYIN=
ing in the city lockup a fine- imposed ham. on Sauth Ninth street, in the tsctive Moore and Officers Rogers
in the police court. The proceeding presence of only a few of the relatives and John-son the night of the trolley
'is for $5,000 damages.
and friends of the couple. Rev. Cun- „r:de has the Leaviscn label on same
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerringham officiated for the ceremony, while the other has not. To -see what
We will make you prices on Watch.
College Suit.
at whiott time the couple was attended bite beverage really is the city attorTomorrow judge Reed in the cir- by Miss Era Wil-on and Mr. Roy nye will have it analyzed.
I es, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, Diacuit court during vacation, will take Judd.
John Bethel was fined $3 and casts monds, and guarantee to save you 30
ep the injunction snit filed by Milton
The couple left on the neon train on the charge of fighting Oscar Tur- per cent,
Finch against the Draughart Business for Louisville and Jeffersonville. Ind., ner.
Rogers A i. Teaspoons, regular
college wherein plaintiff seeks rein- to spenD several days, when they reA fine of $10 N1/0•1 assessed against
11.50 grade, 75c a set. Engraving free. Office Phone 360.
Residence Phone 726
etatement at the college from which turn here to make their home.
Will Horsby for engaging in a tight
lie was suspended on the ground that
Rogers' Knives and Forks at $2.73
Miss Prince is the eldest daughter t6ith a woman.
be violated the rules ol teh institu- of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Prime. and is
Jennie Carter, Colored', was ac- a set.
tion compelling every student to do an amiable young woman of many quitted of fighting her husband,
A Waltham or Elgin jewel moveArch
all his bookkeeping study at the col- fine qualities.
Carter, while the latter was fined $203 ment, 20 year case, $8.50. Many
licge and not at home.
Mr. Dtike is a machinist employed and costs for beating the other. There other bargains.
(Incor porated.)
at the Illinois Central raihnad shops, was dismissed against the 'husband
Don't forget the place. Yellow front
Magistrate's
and is a fine young man wiab a, host the case churging the husband with siz Broadway.
General Cartage Business,
Justice Richard Barberti- yesterday of friends who extend cangrattilations carrying concealed weapons.,
convened his magesterial court but to the happy pair and wish them much
Twenty Yeats' Experience.
Henry Miller, colored was fined $25
there was nothing of importance be- joy in their new-found bliss.
and sent to jail for ten days on the Eye See Jewelry and Optical Co, Superior Facilities for
Office
fore him
charge of carrying concealed weapons.
Handli
ng
Freight
,
Machin
ery
311 BROADWAY.
2nd and Monroe
•Vititors Mavried.
R. M. Mae, was dismissed and E.
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A.
And
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Househ
KA,
old
Goods.
Jeweler
and
Douglas
H.
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!'rorn
engaging
$3
for
in
Sunday there arrived here
Both 'Phones ii
Optician.
Tolu, Ky., Miss Willie Clements and a fight Saturday night at the saloon
AU new goods. See us before you
Mr. L. K..Guess, who were united in of Kenny Murray en North Fourth be
iracriage in the parlors of the Palmer tween Broadway and Jefferson street. buy.
WILL BE GIVEN THE VERY hotel by Rev. T. J. Newell, of the They are two employes of the IlBEST DRILLED SOLDIER
4.4-4--1-44,4-1-4-1-1-4-+4-1-f-f--1-4-4-+-1Itheadway Methodist church, ia the linois Central railroad 'here.
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ENCAMPED.
Clyde Matthews was fined Sao for
presence of Chief Clerk Ott Adams
and Mr. H. J. Black, latter of Louis- gambling, while James Graham was
Arrangements Will Be Made to Have
given a continniacce on a similar EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
ville.
THROAT
Governor Beckham Here if PosThe groom is deputy county clerk charge.
sible Labor Day.
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
of Marion and issued to himself and
Country Luxuries.
bride the wedding license, which they
At the meeting Sunday afternoon of brought down here with them. They'
(St. Louis Republic.)
4, Columbia building.
the executive committee thvt has did not know whether they wauld be
The rural town is fast becoming a
charge of the Labor Day festivities it married in McCracken county upon a city in its general appointments, acPhone 1041 Red.
was decided to give a fine gold Medal license issued at Marion, and Clerk cornenodations, manners and style,
to the best drilled soldier here during Adams tried to locate some lawyer and it is the means of disseminating •
the state military encampment which for the purpose of finding out, but not the latest ideas and conveniences
will be going on here when the Labor beingi able to the cerem- ny vra, per- among surrounding farms. Through
Day celebrations are pulled off, the formed anyhow and chances taken. investments and improvements the
TRUEHEART
first Monday in September. The med- lesterday it was learned that it was country is getting nearer to the city,
BUILDING.
el has been presented tothe executive legal, as licenses can be used between nearer to the myriad advantages of
Both phones 88 nt the office, both
committee by Professor William Deal counties of the same state. bat nobody comfort which human ingenuity is de- phones aao at residence.
Office hours
and arrangements are to let each coin could get a license in Kentucky and vising.
7 to 9 a. m.; i to 3 p. m.; 7 to 9 p.
In.
puny select its best drilled and most gc to any other state and be married
The present is an era of luxury.
---'
adept matt, these men to drill against on it. The couple returned home Every urban home has the investi- =L. S. DuBois, Prest. H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest.
Wm Hughes, Cashier.
each other for the medal.
—When tu Want of—
ture of a palace in a former period;
Sunday night.
Chairman Claude Johnson, of the
in fact, it offers, with the conwrion RUBBER
TIRES
STATEMENT
REPAIRING
invitation committee, was instructed
exception of size and yard area,
Dissolution.
and
Divorce
to invite Mayor Yeiser, the municipal
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
more and better facilities for easy
(Louisville Herald.)
authorities and fire department to
living
Every
country
home
is
oomHorse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith,
Free America. which worships wotake part in the big parade that is to
At Close of Business, June 30, igos.
paratively as well furnished. Alrfrst
bc given that day before the festivities manbood because woman is the heart all the comfort which k found in the
ing Call on
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of home and the joy of life, does not
'commence at the park.
Loans
city
home
installed
can
be
and
and
endiscounts
in
politically,
J. V. GRIEF. Mr
An attempt will be made to have want to go socially or
8203,070.84
Cash and exchange
joyed in the most isolated farniltouse
Governor Beckham here on Labor the pathways of ancient Rome. That
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Fixtures
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stay every ten day, so as to be the cial decay of several generations' counties
of prosperous states, and
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are stretching oat into growing secseat
the
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been
for
camp here for a period of ten days
$337.953 59
tions. Telegraph stations come with
LIABILITIES.
each. The committee will see if it of the highest form of home life
Capital
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railroad
average
system.
The
cannot be fixed so that he can make known to antiquity. Under it wo100,000 00
flourishing county has its independOffice with Drs. %errs & Rivers Deposits
one of his trips kall on Labor Day. man reecived more recognition and
115,619. 23
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telephone
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service,
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as the guards will be at the park at enjoyed more protection than her sis12,500 00
Tax account
reaching in
the harmless' bornes. lac) North
ter in any other of the older civilizathat time in their "Tented City."
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At Sunday's session the arrange- tions. But in time a change came
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co
Undivided profits
telephone connections. Letters, newsResidence z Ler Clay. Old nhoise raw
enema committee reported that it had over Rome. Foreign corruption in$3436
papers
and
delivered
packets
are
by
_ signed the contract with the 1:Proprie- vaded the hearthstone- of the contors of Wallace park for use of that qtzerers of Carthage. Mien of other the rural malt carrier at farmhouse
1n37.953•59
nations discarded wives at will. Why gates. Light, electric or 'as, water try would be a blessing for the naplace on the festival day.
tion.
and
requireme
similar
all
nts
conor
not Romans?
The bachelor evil had, in the time veniences are extended past the town
of the Caesars, assumed menacing limits, and they can be had in almost
proportions.
Young arrr midafk- any section at reasonable cost. EdMED
Of Paduonh, Kentucky,
aged Romans did not want to marry. ucational opportunities are adequate.
even
liberal.
constructi
The
ons of
placing
FOR COPYING IN THE COU,NTY They contracted liaisons
Capital and Sur-plus $155,000:
them under no restraint whatever, good roads and highways and the ex- MR. HENRY VANDERSON EXCLERK'S OFFICE YESpansion
of
the
interurban
electric
PIRET) SUNDAY AT CALnot self-assumed. Even threw who
TERDAY.
married and became parent!' felt small railway system are bringing the city
VERT CITY.
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
hesitation in putting away one wife and the country into still closer rela•G. W. ROBERTSON, V. PRE&
Judge Lightfoot Will Take Charley to take
Elsie, the Daughter of Policeman Edanother. Seneca teNs us that tior.
Glenn to the Reform School
N.
W.
VAN
In
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course
CULIN
of time country towrs
CASHIER.
ward Alexander, Succumbed to
some Roman woioen counted' their
Himself Shortly.
age not by years. bet by the hus- and agricultural sections will be as
Injuries.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your
deposits. Pays 4
bands they had had. Jiivenal men- well equiped as the cities with pubper cent per annum on en141 certificate of deposits.. Safety
Property lying in the O'Bryan ad- tions the case of
lic
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nts.
want
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Sunday
afternoon
boxes in Sr.
at 1:30 o'clock
one woman who, in
elite n to the city has been sold by five years, had
weeded eight men. or convenience will be neglected. there died at Calvert City Mr. Henry proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to aim. You carry your owe
W. C. O'Bryan, to J. H. Rudy for $73, Divorce was granted
in many instan- The tendency is to give the country Vandersan, who had been ill for some key and no one but
yourself has access,
Intel the deed lodged for record yester ces for the mere
asking. Aemiliue such accommodations a. are desired time with the Aux.
day with the clerk.
for
quickness
in
dispatch
The
work,
in
deecased
Paulus, asked why he desired a diwas 65 years of age
•
Joseph L. Friedman transferred to vorce, declared
that "he knew be-st transportation and at ginented com- and a well known retired business
Henry A. Petter property lying on where his
fort in living is accunulating energy. man of that place, who is survived
shoes pinched."
by
Campbell street near. Ninth.
Rich wives were not sought after. The country is havisg an experience several children. He was a sore-inF. C. Boone and H. P. Hawkins, Their wealth
made them too diffi- similar to that which was had by the law of Mr. J. C. Hale, the undertaker
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
Jr.. bought from Jeff J. Read for $1,- cult to
manage. Poor wives. objec- city. Appreciation of each improve- of that city.
200, tar pettylying on Campbell near tionable
ment
leads
to
improveme
other
The
nts.
funeral
services have not been
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
because they had: nothing,
-•-eet.
The term "hayseed" no longer ap- arranged yet, on account of the abwere also avoided. Thus came a time
T'- e- trustees of the Second Presby- when
the marriage relation was plies. The young man from the ru- ,ence of relatives who are expected management, for guests at, the
terian church have sold to George avnided
by a majority of Roman ral town or the farm is not an object from Atlanta. Ga. It is probable the
Eerrshnrd for St.floo. property on the men.
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
The grosseet lke-ntionsnees ac- of derision any more' in the city. His interment will occtir tomorrow
east side of Fifth street near Adams.
attire is conventional, his deportment
cordingly prevailed.
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rate3
manifests culture, he is amply informThe Roman married women
Injury Proved Fatal
enjoy- ed as to the
Licensed to Marry.
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world
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Judge Lightfoot has decided to send
ig valued and because intercourse be- tiorewas necessary.
these without interference.
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ring political
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country, with its numerous adArsd
it
shall not.
The judge will take the lad to the invantages, is likely to become the
Office 306 Broadway
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morning and was
crushed to sery, special conveniences which are
pieces. Two men and
buried yesterday at Oak Grove ceme- dean mouth and 'good teet/.
-re 14ctwo women furnished in the city, it should
com- tery.
were incates an dell
were injore4, the bine all the best
essary to health. Paducah Dental CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
•—Subscribe for the Register.
comforts of living.
wItmen perhaps fatally.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
And a heartier regard for the Min—Subscribe for the Register.
Parlors examine your teeth free.
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Notice of Sale
BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER.
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District

;

4

•
e
4.
4.

Of Kentucky.

the extent as in said decree provided
and such other judgment as the
court may hereinafter make; provided, however, that no original bid will
be accepted at said sale for lees than
$75,000.00 and unites the purchaser
shall, when the property is 'struck
down to him, at once pay and deliver
to said commissioner on account of
his purchase, the sum of $5,000.00 in
a certified check, payable to John R.
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
remainder of said purchase money
shale within twenty days from the
confirmation of said sale, or such
further time as the court may allow
on application of the purchaser for
good cause shovel's complete the payment of the entitle amount of the purchase money. Said special commissioner will then make, execute and
delver o '-'id purchaser or purchasers a deed to said properties as in
said decree provided, the plaintiff
and the People's Independent Telephone company to execute and deliver, under the direction of the said
special commissioner, the conveyances executed by them respectively,
by way of confirmation and for the
insurance of title to the purchaser or
purchasers, his, its or their assigns,
of all and singular, the mortgage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situated, 'heerby directed to he sold by
said commissioner; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to further secure the payment of the unpaid purchase price.
In witness whereof I hereunto sign
my hand this the 8th day of July,
1905. .
EM'MSET W. BAGIBY,
Special Commissioner..
CAMPBELL & CAMPBEELL,
Solicitors for Complainant.

NoTieu

Very Low Mae

0+0 III,

Idighest price paid for seemed-hand
Announced. Vk
SOU'THERN RAILWAY
Extreaseiy low rates are announced ria the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the folSowtiag
epeeist occasions:
Athens, Ge.—Ferrienter school. June Buy
anything and sell evergthint
27,—July 28s. 1905Knoxville, Tenn.—Summar school, ase-mo Court at. Old phoae 'esti 1
June ao—Jully 38, 1905.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Misiateagte Bible
Training soot, July 3—Aug. 15..1605
Monteagie, Tenm—Womares core
geese, Ang. a—s, 19o.
Moving wagon tin connection.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody coBege,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inetitute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
• The E'er Steam e_sundry is eighty
Oxford, Miss --Summer school, comrceedell be all Nib0 have thmo
University of Miesiseepps June 14— wore done by them, .eaten, cleanest
Aug. g 1905.
and best
Ricimsond, Va.—Pairmers' National
congress, Sept. I12-22i 1905.
Go to Langetaii-• ..-m Mt,. tes. it
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school --ea want anythine "ads of
%rood,
for t
iara. June i6—J'ulv 28 t
icy can make ft foe •ou. Get prIcea
Rates for the shoves occasion open an Siding Laths at'•
Shingfea
)the public. Tickets will be solid to
ease points from all stateons on the
No West Now
anthem saiiway. Detailed informatTo cease the fresh Peden to blister
ion can be had upon application to
ire ticket agent of the Southern Painting done now s•Al stay painted
we *1 the win-k.
Newsy or agents of connecting bents
Warren
& Son, I '4 North Sixth.
'by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, W, P. A., Lexing- Mere 541-A.
ton, Ky.
Subscribe for the Register.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A.„ Washington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. At,
Lotaiseige, Ky.
G. B. ALLYN, A. G. P. A.., St
Loeb, Mo.
—
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•

OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheapest',on_iIhe
market. We alab 'nye
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get[our prices before. placing your
.... order....

•PeCeple's Bank of Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
Trustee, Complainant,
VS.
:
Telephone
People's. I n depe ndeirt
Compene, Deiendent.
Notice is hereby given that pursue of a decree in
ant to and by v
use, by the above
the above entitled
-entitled court, Hon. Walter Eetans,
Judge, dated July 3, 1905, 1, the unSpecial Commissioner,
dersigned,
wee sell at public auction to the highest and best bide15)r, upon the terms
hereinafter stated, at the county court
. county,
house door, in McCracken
•state of Kentucky, in the city of Paducah, at noon on the 14th day of
August, 1905, the .a.me being the first
day of the McCracken county court,
as an entirety and as one property,
and not in separate parcels, all and
singular the property of the defendant, said People's Independent Telephone company, hereinafter more
specifically described and all the right,
title, interest and equity of redemption of said People's Independent
Telephone Co., in and to said property, described as follows, towit:
Being all the property, real and
personal', and wheresoever situated,
of said People's Independent Telephone Co, being party of the first
Not How Long, But How Well.
.part, whether in possession, remain(Cincinnati Post.)
or rereesion, or in action, and
Judged by the amount of attennow owned or hereafter to be acquired, all the telephones, telephone tion it is attracting, one might conlines, telephone exchanges and 'sys- clude that the proper study of mantems, nee belonging to or hereafter kind ie longevity.
If you mat your clothes cleaned,
"There is no reason," say some of
to be acquired by said Telephone
company under its present or any the longevity students, "why a man eyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
future corporate powers; all fran- shoukf not live to be iso years old" itpee. 319 South Third street. I hare
Beg pardon
chises, granted by the city of 'PaduThere is a good reason—several Me incest line of samples kit tints
prvikges, rights easecah, Ky
ments, license', poles, wires, conduits, reasons, in fact—why a man should lithe city. Suits made to order.
cablev, batteries, switchboard', appa- not live that king.
.• '-se_.....
ratus, appliances, tools, implements, The reasons are to he found in the
material, supplies, office furniture than himself. With rare exceptions
Louis Clark tbe Soya Sewed ,
-and fixtures now owned or hereaf- the man who has lived to be 80 or Meet grocer, is soh, agog
for Bat- '
ter to he acquired by said telephone over does not care to live numb long- tie Creek sanitarium health
foods of
And as for living 15o years— many "sweeties.
company; all other machinery equip- er
We pakeerble and
ment to and chattel property of every such a thought would he appalling digestible.
kind and nature, used in connection to an old man.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM_-__ ---i—iaer.1
with it, telephone exchanges and
— ..
A person is en made that he gets .
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
systems and now owned or hereafter tired of mortal life. After suffering
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
to he acquired by said telephone the slings and arrows of outrageous Paducah Undertaking
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
company, and all its tolls, rents. in- fortune for four score years his spirTWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
WE
come, chmes in action, claims and it grows weary. He is like a tired
Oompahy.
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRIdemands of every kind and ckscrep- chikl.
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
S. P. POOL, Manager
hon. now owned by it or hereafter to
Besides—%
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, Rt.TN-ABOUTS AND
Clifif NANCE, Asst.
be acquired; and including not only 'An aged man is a lonely man His
SPRING-WAGONS
alb it's property and rights of every loved ones have gone on before The sag South Tided Sweet
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
Residence over stem
kind in the city of Paducah. county friends of his early manhood are no
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCNASE.
of McCracken, in the state of Ken- longer with him. One by one the Bea noses 110 —Priem Resusonable
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
tucky, but all its propert right and associates who have made a part of _
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
rights, rest, personal and mixed, tan- his life have dropped by the wayside.
Clark's Greek Confectionary and
rble and intangible, wheresoever The stimulus of human touch is gone.
Fruit Store has a fine Line of Fruits,
situated, now owned or hereafter to
And, again—
be acquired.
The aged man is disillusioned He ikeplos, Oranges and ‘Batianas. The
place in Paducah. so4
Also the property known as the has *ern his mirage.' rise. He has Cheapest
'seen
the rivers of fancy loee their
Alexander system of telephones, same
_
t
11111mee
•
being lines, exchanges and poles in runnees. And too for the world whose
the countie* of Csittenden, Union,!progress be hoped to keenly and hap- E. H.PURVEAR,
Webster. Lyon and Livingston, in the pily note—welt, it is like the orielstate of Kentucky; and also the fol- l ing eddy, forth and hack again. The ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
lowing extensions of knee, from the :golden age, like his boyhood'e rain Rooms 5 and 6 Register Betiblktg,
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun- '110w. is asfar away as ever.
Tired, lonely. disilliusioned—that is 983 1-2 Brodway, Paducara, Key.
ty iine in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oak in McCracken county and to why men do not live the century.
New Phone 4go.
VL
-11-4111,1111-1-111H-4110
Smithland in I.ivingston
county, They have foist desire to live.
_ •. •
Certainly it is all right to study the
Kentucky, including submarine caSpec:labial:
art of longevity. One ought to live
ble across Tennessee river.
Abstracting of Title*,
as
long as he can live--esefielly.
'Also the folkswing described real
!neuritic',
Coreoradoe and
But its it not better to study how
estate with improvements thereon,
\
Law.
Real
Estate
to
live. well khile we live?? Is it not
•
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the East
++++++++++++
side of South Fifth street between better to study how to teach other
lives
to uplift—fo do this while it
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, forweedy Court street, described as fol- is day?—so that when the shadow" 'NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
lengthen and the day is done we can —
St. Louis and Tetiesem River Packlows:
lie down to pleaeant dreamer?
et sompenp--the cheapest and bea —
Beginning at a point in the East
Irli
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
eisceirakin out of Vadneale
Why We Lead the World.
—HOTE
seventy-three feet and three inches
L_
(Harper's Weekly.)
(173 ft. 3 in.) from the St utheast
The underlying causes of the woncorner of Fifth and Broseway streets.
NEAR MARION, KY.
running thence at right angles from derful development of the United
Hotel—High and Dry and
Room
States
too
during
the
past
25
rears
Fifth street and towaree Fourth
, PADUCAN REAL ESTATsk.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. SASS
Well
Ventilated.
through
which
it
has
reached
first
street, one hundred and seventy-two
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
place
in
manufacture
rs/among
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
the nafeet, thence elouthwardly towards
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
Court street, and at a right angle, tions of the world, ace suggested by a YOUR VACATION.
FRZE TO EVBRYBODY. SEND FOR :T.
compilation
recently
preporect
by the
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It is • trip of pleasure, condor,
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to
the
present
time
in
ehe
and rest; good services, good table;
United
wardly direction one hundred and
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON,
seventy-two feet to Fifth street, States and in the vorrld as a whole.
good rooms, etc. Sonia leave each
FROG
HUN'TING,
FISHING,
thence with the line of Fifth street The commerce of the United States SQUIRREL HUNTING,
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AND
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Frank IS
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by deed dated the 4th day of July, greater than ehtit of the other parts, of
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
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1902, and duly acknowledged and dehot
triomeopethist.)
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be war between the two old asso,.
ates, for Noraay is firm in the stand
she has taken and will insist upon
independenee.
LARGE CROWD OF RED MEN
•
WENT TO MURRAY LAST
•Depew says he is deeply wounded
NIGHT.
by the Equitable Life Asaaance society stories-- with--whionaohno- name
. M.-Cnfin—Dititiors -end Woman's
is connected. The society seems to
Committee Have joint Meeting
Tonight.—Other Bodies.
also have been wounded (financially)
by the same stories.
crowd of about fifty Red Men
•
went
down to nlorray last evening
China and Japan..I
on the special train and 'helped to
(Lexington herald.)
install the newly organized lodge of
The desire of China to have a voice
that plate. The party left here late
in the conference that is expected to
the afternoono-and—retereed
end the war lietweenia and jathis morning. The new body was
pan is another evidence of. the worldstarted dir with something like fifty
wide i.Werest in the terms of peace.
affiliates, and it bida to be a flourishChief Praducili.
Russia as alwayu been able eo conipg branch of the secret order. The
trol or hoodwink Chinese diplomats.
installation ceremonies were conShe interfered to prevent Japan from
PUBLISHED BY THE
ducted by the degree team of this
reaping the fruits of her victory in
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO
city.'
the wa
it
hi
(Incorp-orated)
events waa able *o secure practically
Y. M. C. A. Workers.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. every concession she asked of the
This evening a joint meeting will
Chinese authorities. The attitude of
•
be -held at the V. M. C. A. between
Ruraia towards China and the relaJAMES E. WILHELM, President.
the board of directors and women's ers111111113/Mastrin-atZt'
tions that existed between the two
committee, for the purpose of taking
gallar1=1-7•211111
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
countries, 01. at least the results that
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary. followed those relations, were factres up different matters coming before
therm
in the conditions that precipitated the
•
present conflict.
Veterans Meet.
Entered at the postoffice of PaduIt is quite natural for Russia to be
James T. Walbert camp of Concah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. willing to have a Chinese representfederate. veterans meet this evening
ative in the peace conference. but
at the City Hall police courtroom.
Japan, with her usual sagacity, obTerms to Subscribers.
jects. Japan antioanced long ago that
One Yaw
Automobile Club.
$5.00 she wentld not seek to take the prize
on. affill
The Automobile club will meet
Su Months
•so Russia had snatched from
her by in- this evening at
Three Months
the Commercial club
1.23 trigue and by false representatian
to
On. Week
zo the powers. On the contrary, she has headquarters on Legal Row. for the
purpos on arranging for the overprocLaimed her purpose to restore
land trip to be made next Sunday by
Manchuria to the Chinese empire.
Anyone imiliag to receive this paper
the machine owners to Murray, FulThere is no good reason to doubt /that
regularly should report the matter to
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stoc
ton and Mayfield.
Japan will live up to thia obligation
ked hardware deThe Register office at once. Teleand she naturally prefers to be left to
par
tme
nt
phone Cumberland 358.
for
Religi
our
Gather
ous
esta
ing
blis
hmen
t, and are carrying a mammoth
carry out this policy with perfect inQuite a large number of people of
nependence. China is really in no
stoc
k recognized as one of the finest in the state.
position oo ntike any demands in the this city went up to Eddyville SunIt includes
day to spend a day at the big camp
premises, and all things considered,
meeting which is now going on at
she is somewhat presumptive to even
Stoves Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware,
There were several
Woodenware, Grand,/
entertain the idea of participation in that place.
thousand people there and a rand
the conference.
itew
are,
Carp
ente
r
and
Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Buil
time had with services and _singing
Since Japan is doing for Chins what
ders'
throughout the day and evening The
Har
China canoen do for herself, that is
dwa
re,
and
in
fact
a
line
of goods equal to that carried by
protracted meeting will last through
Tuesday Morning, July 78, tao5.
expelling the Ruasians from a Chinese,
the
the
balanc
e
of
this
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and
come
,
lead
ing
possession, even though she is greatly
hous
es
of
the
coun
try.
to a close next Sunday night.
An effort is to be made by the ap- interested, she cannot rightly be conproaching congress to lay an in- sidered a party to the discussion. If
Being buyers in large quantities, and on7a
Japan had not obligated herself to
basis with leadcrease of postage on second-class restore Manchu
ria, it is difficult to see
ingh
ouse
s,
we
are in position to give the best-for the leas
!matter, which is largely newspapers how the powers could offer any reat money.
and periodicals. The purpose of the amiable objection to Manchuria annex
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied
increase will be to cut down the def- ation. However, actual annexation is DETECTIVE MOORE SEARCHstock.
'hardly cssenrial to the purpose of
ING HIGH AND LOW FOR
icit in the postoffice department if
Japan. It is reasonable to assume that
PARTY IN JAIL
possible, but those most interested Port Arthur will remain
a Japenese
contend that the purpose will prove fortress until some power is strong Martin Bufter
ey
-1 for Refusa failure. The allegation is made enough to take it by force, and there
ing to Pay S.seet Car Far,— Got
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that the papers and periodicals cause is now no immediate prospect of auch
Wrong Negro.
a result. With Manchuria again an
the government to pay excessive integra
l pert of the Chinese empire
Detective Moore laughing stated
rates to rai:roads and other carriers freed from the domination
of Russia yesterday that he takes
the horns for
for transportation of this character by grace of Japanese power, it is reatrailing criminals, as all the officers
sonabl
y
certain
that
Japan
matter
of
win really had quite a laugh on
and it is necessary to make
him. The dethe increase that the government become the controlling force in Chi- tective has been trying to find out
nese affairs, and a world power i. the
who stole the bicycle ef Walter Sulli- UMW
may come out nearer Whole. It is Orient
with the same prestige and au- van from
the Palmer last week arid rested yesterday at
on by Constat
contended, on the other hand, that thority that the world accord
s to the sold it to the colored man living
on A. C. Shelton, who turned him over
an increase of postage on such mail Invited States in the Western Hemisthe houseboat beside the Pittsburg to the police. The unfortunate was
Matter will cause a proportionate phere.
Coal company's floating deck at the locked up, but getting sober by night
IS WRITING INSURANCE
MAYOR YEISER AND SOLICIFOR
loss in weight and that the governfoot of Washington street. The bike and having money with which he paid
TOR GIVEN POWER TO
He Never Drank Water.
MRS found on the shantyboat and the his fine, he was release
THE
ment will save nothing after all. In
NORTHWESTERN
d upon paying
MUACT
Oscar Theane, se years old, and the detective has been workin
g for sever the usual assessment for intoxication.
the meantime there is going to be a proprie
tor of a saloon on Northern al days to find wbo sold it
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
to the tieWill Compel) the Cumberland Telewarm fight over the proposition, for avenue, has disprcreed the clam that gro houseb
oatinan, the latter not
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
Got Wrong Man.
Phooe Company to Take Franthe papers and publishers geuerally mankind cannot live without water. knowing the name
After working
Yester
day
Officer
Terrell
chise
and
or Do "Courting."
DeYOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
bicrer within his recollection haa hard all over town Detective
-will oppose the in OpitiUT1.
Moore tective Moore arrested at Twelfth and
Thrane taken a drop of water into his yesterday found the
alleged thief he Madison streets, a negro they though
Last night the city council took up HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
t
Russia is intimating through her stomach. For five years his only was looking foe was now in the coun- to be Rufus Minor, but who
in fact the fight with vigor against the Cum- BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OFbeverage has been- beer. Before that ty jail on another charge
, he being proved to be John Woolfolk, who berland Telephone
press that if the demands of Japan time
company and orMr. Thrane used milk. A severe Denpis Reed, the small colore
FICE, tag; RESIDENCE. 316.
d boy looks like Minor. Woolfolk was then dered Mayor Neiser and
are not reasonable that the peace con- attack of illness, he
City Solictor
stratea led him consfictecl of stealing the grip of a worelease
d
Edwar
and
explai
d
Pryea
ned
to the police
r to immediately inference will go for naught. It is to quilt the milk, and now he confines man from her buggy
at the city scale that often he had been taken for Min- stitute proceedings
in the courts
aussia's game to put up just such a himself to beer. lie declares that lot on Seconn street between Ken- or,
whit is wanted here for assaulting against this corporation to compell
his appetite is good at all times, that tucky avenue and
Muff, but the demands of Japan will
Washington, and Coroner James Crow fifteen
months them to take a franchise to do !amihe sleeps regularly and feels in the idling it to Ikey Ackur
man, the sec- ago on the negro excursion
be met and Russia will be glad of Nat of
the Dick nes. here in Padtwala unless the conhealth. He weighs nearly ond-hand dealer. He got thirty days
Fowler run to Mound City, Mr. cern comes down off its "high horse"
the opportunity to thus settle the 200 potinds and is quite
for the valise theft and the detective Crow
active.
was quelling a disturbance on and abides by the laws of the munici.SEND YOUR ROUGH
The quantity of liquid ,ha mikes claims Reed stole the bicycle
war. Only the intervention of the
DRY
and sold the boat when Minor knocke
tality
withou
t
compul
d
him
sion.
does
This
not
acexceed what an ordinary per it to the shantaboatman.
Powers in behalf of Russia can save
LAUN
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tion is the result of the company redown.
son drinks. For thirty years Mr.
Russia from any demand the Japs
fusing to buy in the franchise put up TOIL
Thrane, who is a native of Australia.
ET
SUPPLY
Refused to Pay Fare.
COMPANY,
for their especial benefit one week
shall make, and it is believed the. has
Claims False Report.
lived in Pueblo. He is known to
Martin Buttrey was ar., teal yerom
yesterday by the public authori- FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOTOfficer William Johnson stated yes
Powers will bands off this time and many of the Austriants
throughout the tcrday by City Jailer Tom Evitts and
terday that every word was untrue in ties.
not interfere as in the China-Japan state, and has a large wcquaintance Patrol Wagon Driver John Austin
on the NlewsLaw night at the council session LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEDemocrat Sunday morning
arnona the American born population the charge of refusing to pay
ese war settlement.
his car when
the
mayor reported that Mr. Henry LIVERY.
it
stated that he had struck one
in Pueblo When asked why he
OLD PHONE 1215.
does fare on one of the Union depot cars. of
Hughes had bought in the franchise
the
parties
when
not
R.
M.
use
May
water
and
The warrant was gotten out by ConMr. Thratte
Russia is flaunting the "yellow
"Why, that's a drink tint I never ductor Hollowell on whose car But- F. H. Douglas were arrested for en- put up for the benefit of the Cumberperil" in the faces of the powers to
land Telephone company, and that the
cared for."
trey wanted to ride without paying. gaging in a fight at Kenny Murray's
latter
concern had refused to bid upwin advantage over Japan in the • Whether his
saloon
on
North Fourth street. One
parents gave him me- The accused it one-handed, having
HOME IS- WHAT YOU
on it at all because the grant prethe
of
men
peace conference. The yellow peril ter when he was an. infant Mr.
tried
to
play
bully,
but
the
Throne lost one of his bands by amputation.
scribed
they
should
officer
not
charge more
was lenient and never struck
dues not kno-v.—Puehlo, CM., CorMAKE IT. WHY NOT
Is somewhat of a bugbear in
the
than $2.50 per month for business and
him at all, either with club or fist.
Unknown Drunk.
,Ornind, of some governments, partic- respondenee Derives- Republican.
MAK
E HOME WORK EASY
nog) per month for residence phones.
An unknown white man was found
ularly Germany. and France, but
Mr.
Hughe
s claims he nesaght the Iran
Impeachment Chartres.
Robert E. Duncan. silicified at the lying drunk on t he
.rfttst far Nforgarffierd-,
With the other nations it is no
people.
The impeachment charges. against
more enfederate home in Pewee Valley. Fourth and Kentucky avenue and athut he is the ittprney for the Cuma menace than the Russian peril
Ky, Saturday night by cutting his
City Jailer Thomas Evittdinlvalgetip
and
throat. He was formerly a member
'tomorrow evening at the t4ty..holflabn- berland company'. He bid $ao for the
the closed door methods of
'grant and put tip ntoo to defray the
that or the legislature
'Ore
the aldermen who pratponeef‘it
and attorney for
onoto. But no kind of
political flandcock county. Though
to that date whe nthey took up lee expenses of the sale, such as advertis
in good
irg, etc.. but upon the advice of the
perils frighten any nation but
last Friday evening.
those cironnatances and with a wife and
mayor the . council refused to Andy
named. and they ail bane to han- family he was a morphine victim.
He
the sale, Mary '(ricer eip/aining that
was only at the home temoprarily to
dle the matter alone.
Vicious Dog Harbored.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
the sum hid was very much less than
get cured of the drug habit.
E. Brown was yesterday warranted that brough
t by franchises sold hereCan be appreciated ninre than
The Chicago teamsters' strike
on the charge of harboring a vicious tofore.
conMrs
those
Kate M. Cleary, a noted short
made elsewhere,
we
tirmen, but in a very feeble
dog at his, place on Jackson near
In remarking upon the matter the
state. -story and magazine
are prepared to furnish all
writer, fell dead
Eleventh street. It is claimed the an- mayor
Some of the strikers are still
stated to the council that he
holding in Chicago Sunday just after a (war
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
imal attacked the child of James Arm- heartil
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tov
a trt many have hunted
y advocated fighting the matter
nhort notice.
other em- rd l with her discarded husband.
let/ some days since.
firmly and carry same to the last
- nt and are at work.
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court of resort lir reeler to ascertain
John Schisloskas. a Russian. who
lice authorities have
Through the neglect of a train dis- whethe
been called killed
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r the city owned the public
his wife last week at Belmont,
from direct protection to
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r to report. orders a head-on streets or whether they were the prop
the inde- Mass., by cutting her throat,
LINEN MARKERS,
was ar'dependent teamsters.
'collision occurred near Mt. Vernon, erty of the telephone company which
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led., between two freight trains and toed same by putting tip poles and
He conDATER,
Sweden, probably stiffened
wires but refused to buy a franchise,
in the fessed his deed.
four people were killed and seven inINK PADS.
and avoided paying every license,
neek by the kieminhip of Germa
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jered.
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pole or other tax possible dive the city.
Ir fact, anything in Rubber Sta
as manifested by the visit
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from the
at
By a unanimous vote the entire
Ilolden. W. Va • for killing Gnorge
kaiser, nos prepared an
accessories delivered in, an hour'
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ultimatum to Speeelr
d that the mayor and soann throwing his' body in a
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notice.
in the old French Panama canal scan- licitor take jest whatever
the furnace. The two fiord for a
roor "ley
power
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union of old and be good lir take
dal, is dead in Paris under circum- deemed advisable, and as th( • c•-e
a house. Speeler disappeared and his
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tances which indicate suicide. He Je advocate rompelling obene
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e. Only
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to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldest
and one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Evefything_k_my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early im-a get the best selections.
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Cairo made two runs in the fifth the trouble between The Vincennes LIVING TOO HASTILY
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was
Lieut. Maximta.
accurately follow the directions
Batteries-Brahic and Land, Bit- sausage factory yesterday. As a
W. L. Pct.
Four field pieces, one machine -gun
Paducah .
general thing Wiley is pounded to
52 ;3 .693 trolff and Harney.
of the physician in every case.
and ammunition warehouses were cap
the woods almoet every time he
Vincennes
44 31 .587
tured.
The
Japanese
loss
was
about
Princeton
sticks his head up."
Each Won and Lost.
37 ,39 .487
.41r.r.Cheeter Curcy
-eventy men killed or wounded. The
Vincenne, and flopkinsille played
Cairo
34 41 .453
Russians
lost 16o men.
Hopkinsville
Effort, are being made by the one woman in twenty-five
30 44 405 a dooble header here Sunday afterbut what
Reliable information has been remanagem
Henderson
noon
ent
because
of
Boston
Sunday
National
the
ball
not
is
persuffers with some derangement of the
28 47 .373
Druggist
mitted at dloptown. There was' a League club to secure the services female organism, and this is the secret ceived here that the Russian forces in
Northern
Gorea
have
graduall
y been
Sixth and Broadway
crowd of about Roo in attendance. of Mathews, the negro shortstop of of so many unhappy homes.
Yesterday's Results.
No woman can be amiable, light- driven northward since last month
Paducah 4, Cairo 1.
The rooting was all in favor of Harvard university, according to a
TELEPHONE 63.
hearted and happy, a joy to her hus- and now hold trily two positions
Vincennes to Hopkinsville 5.
Hopkinsville and a person would dispatch from Boston. It is the in- band
and children, and perform the south of Turner, river.
tention
Henderson 8, Princeton 7.
of Xfainager Tenney to play duties incumbent upon her, when she is
have thought that pactucah was playThe latest information from the
ing here The summary of the- first 'him at second base if he can get the suffering with backache. headache,
front, however, reports the advance
consent
nervousn
ess, sleeplessness, bearing.
of the other magnates of the
Today's Schedule.
game:
GUARANTEED
r h e
south of a large force from VladivosPaducah at Cairo,.
Vincennes
3 8 1 league to use the player. There is down pains, displacement of the womb, tok,
but
it is believed that the Russpinal weakness or ovarian troubles.
Vinvennes at Aoplcinsville.
Hoplainsville
4 7 5 an unwritten law in the major leagIrritability and snappy retorts take sians will halt at Nokiefsk, north •-lf
Princeton at Henderson.
Batterie-Duggan
's
and
Forney; ties, as well as in the South, against the place of pleasantness, and all sun- the Tumen,
and concentrate
the playing of negroes, and- with the shine is driven out of the home, and
Bomar and Schan
forces to make a resolute stand there
Temorrow's Schedule.
Second game:
r h e consent and knowledge of the other lives are wrecked by woman's great against
the Japanese advance.
•
7 6 3 eintas none ha,ever been played in enemy-womb trouble.
Cairo at Paducah
Vincennes
The rainy season-has set. in in ManRead this letter:
any
of
Viocennes at Henderson
the
regularl
Hopkinsville
y
organize
d
teams,
0- 4 1
churia and prevents movements on a
Mrs. Pinkham:Princeton at Hopkinsvilie
Batteries-Whitley and Matteson; even in the far east. Attempts to Dear
"I was troubled for eight years with irregu- large scale.
get them in by calling them some larities which broke down my health and
Desmond and Stshan
other nationality, such as Indians, brought on extreme nervousness and desponIndians Again Won.
Without Foundation.
have been frustrated on seevral oc- dency. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComHenderson Won.
,
Cairo, Ill.. July 17.--The Tadpoles
mand proved to be the only medicine which
Gunshu Pas-, Manchuria, July 17.local'ca
signs.
Pat
Teheau when at Claveme. Day by day I improved in health Reports that the
Henderson, July 16-The
lost today by playing like school
Russian army is in
it until I was entirely cured. I
outhit the Infants today, resulting in land played Soxalexus, an outfielder, while
a precarious situation appear to be
social
attend
my
and
to
esa
boys.
household
duties
but
-he
was
bona
a
fide Indian. When sad thoroughly enjoy life once more, as Lydia without
•
the latter's defeat. The summary:
foundation.
In the seventh inning Perry hit
Investigations
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
'McGraw was in the American league.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made made
e
by correspondents of the Assosafe. Potts attempted to sacrifice
well
woman,
without
a
an
MO
ache
or
managin
a
pain."
g
the
7th and Broadway.
Baltimore, club, he
Tel, 756.
Hendersom
j2
I
Chester Curry, 42 Saratoga Street, ciated Press show that neither flank
and reached first on Roland', error.
7
tried to work in a player from the -Mrs.
Princeton
Prescrip
tions
Mass.
Boston,
goat
called
for
and
delivhas
been
0
4
'I
.
turned,
and that, in fact. the
Lloyd sacrificed where Nerve should
Flatteries--Gabert and Clegg;"- Chicago Union Giants. but it *as not
At the first indication of ill health, Russian wings are more advance ered free of charge anywhere in the
have been, acoring Perry and Potts.
d
long before his true status was painful or irregular m‘nstruation,
era and Downing.
than the center.
South hit to right field and on
city.
learned and McGraw had to drop pain in the side, headache, backache,
_
The Japanese center is strongly
bearing-dow
pains,
• Hughes' *low fielding Lloyd scored
n
nervousn
him,
ess
it
or
was
said.
He
had
not
played
CITY LEAGUE GAMES.
on liarticy'a drop at the plate. Mcin a game, McGraw holding him to "the blues." secure at once a bottle of fortified. Many siege,guns have been W. Mike Oliver..
•••
Geo. W. Oliver.
placed along the CFIkngtufu-PanchOain was out on a fly to Harney.
await developments before making ,Lydia E. Pinkhain's Vegetable ComBenton, Ky.
How They Stand.
Paducah, Ky.
pound and begin ita use.
enze line, and there is a tripple ring
Gilligan hit one•over first base, and
the trial. There have been and are
,Thos B Mc Gregory,
of foru commanding the Mandarin
Roland, Marre and Hughes went af11
/
4.6116
1
negro players with as much ability
L. A. L. .......
Benton, Ky.
road.
ter the ball. Dumb work allowed it
as any white man can develop, but
Famous ........
FAMILY WIPED OUT.
The
Japanese
are
using
to drop safe aaid South registered.
a
novel
"
7
9
'437 the prejudice against playing with
Centrals
style of entrenchment, consisting of
Bohannon struck out.
5 7 '416 them is too strong and-the prohibitThe Result bf a Fight on Holly ditches covered with platforms, which
in the fifth Blachanten got his base
The Brook Hill and fops teams ities are that Tenney will find no
are balanced in the middle and which
Creek, This State.
on balls and went to third on South':
played 15 innings' Sunday, the game way to get around the unwritten law
A
tilt into verticle po-itions under the
wild throw - to Gilligan
Blackburn
resulting in a victory for the latter which stands against them. •Math - • Loui,vile, Ky., July 17 -The en- feet of attackers.
scored on Hughes' fly to Tayac•r.
ews caused many a rumpus with
by a 'core of 3 to 3.
Two bits were made off South and
tire Smith family_was wiped out by
The
Centrals did not go to Mound other univen.ity teams. Princetoo
Meditating Descent.
one off Fratoes
•
.1l1cQuinn in the feud fight on
once
refused
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Scptt
to
play
the Crimson
City, Ill.. Sunday, owing to the illSt. Petersburg, July 17.-Japanese
Ile •UM1T12ry.
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e ness of
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if
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line-up.
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when
creek,
Holly
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Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
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warships have appeared to the northPa
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Not only is Nfathews a baseball
4 9 (1
The
standing
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"1905"
team
two
is
3
Frank
and
Smith
klled
his
Room
ward
tic
of the Island of Sakhalin and
114 Fraternity Building.
oal
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not given as it is not known to the player, but he is one of the fastest mins,
are 'presumably meditating a descent New Phone 114.
Old Phone 303.
Bt
William
Manfred
and
The
Frakcs aea Land,
football stars the Crimson eleven had
Register
upon the island.
Lane and Harney
on it last season, hut this same prej- only witness was John Lane, Mcwake is said to hive kept him oil the Quinn's brother-in-law. The Smiths
Slow Amateur Gains.
were passing lifIcQuinn's home at the FEW OPEN DOORS
Alice, Won Some.
The L. A. 1,', won a very slow regular team at the start of the Yale time. Manfred Smith
fell dead in
Hopkin.ville. Ky , July
FOR THE BOYS.
17.---The game from
the Famous, Sunday game. The only time .he was permit- the road. Ile had a revolver in his
113% South Fourth St.
Alices batted Simpsein all over the
morning, at the shop grounds, by the ted to get into a big game he show- hand with two
Office
hours
Secretar
y
chamber
empty.
Shaw
;
seiz a. M.
Dedicates $50,000 Y
lot today andswon with ease. The lo- score of
ti to 6. The Famous were ed his ability and piayed, a stellar William Smith fell in
barn
lot
the
cals' errors were also costly.
Office
hours
M.
rote..
C.
A. Building at Chicago.
His position was end. In the
1-3 p. in.
in a crippled condition, four of their
shot in the head. breast and stomach.
The surrornary:
Office hours
r h * regular men being out of the game. Natiqual and American leagues no
7-9
D. tn.
supposed he was trying to get
Hopkinsville
Chicago, July 17.-A dispatch to the
5 9 6 among them being Douglas, the Fa- negro has-ever played, but there were It is
New Phone No. 8, Old Phone No. 77.
behind
a
Frank,
tree
for
shelter.
Vincennes
Tribune from Lake Geneva, Wis.,
two in the old American association.
ii 16 a mous' crack pitcher,
and the L. A
Smith, the father, came tip with • a says:
Batteries-Simpson and Rutledge;
L.'s landed on the other pitcher,' at Walker was the name of one and shotgun
and was killed. A mule one
Bonno and Nliatteson.
Leslie M. Shaw, secretary of the
will, the hitting of the L. A. L.'s be- the other was Stovall. a pitcher. If of the Smiths
was riding was killed. treasury, has delivered the dedicatory
ing the feature of the game. The Tenney zeta the consent of the
.
- The :tory of the feud and what led address at the new $5o,000 Y.
Bunching Won.
M. C
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Block brothers were in the points for magnates to play a negro President to
it is one recital of murder. Six A. building here. Mr. Shaw'- remarks
Henderson, Ky., July yr-The lo- the L. A. L's. while Sutherla
Pulliam would resign in a minute.
Phone
196. +co% Broadway,
nd, Ripyears ago William Smith and Whyne were directed tv. and for the benefit
cals won today by bunching hits on ley, Brown and Brafaic did the
of
batPADUCAH, KY.
Taulbee killed Mhoidith McQuinn, a the American boy. He said that
Carnes
Owensboro Giants Arrived
there
tery workfor the Famous.
Dry
Hot
Air
14-year-old
Baths
brother
given when inof
Scott.
There
were few places where the boy was
The summary:
r hi e
The L. A. L.'s play the strong yesterday morning to play two games
dicated.
been
has
feeling
bad
since.
,Frank
want:d.
He
was
Henderson
always
......
in the way.
8 8 2 Benton team at that place next Sun- with the Paducah
Nationals and the Smith's brother, Elkanon, was killed
"Boys are shoved out and there are
Princeton
7 it 5 day.
first one occurred in the afternoon. It four year: ago by fleet Bohannon. few open 'doors for
them," said Mr.
Batteries-Asher and Clegg:. Carnes
Edward Park, who while tutor in
was a well played game, the score George Smith. another brother, was Shaw. "It was to
and Doevaieg.
provide
an open the home
BASEBALL NOTES.
of Banker y. J. Higgincon,
being 4 to 3 in favor of 'Paducah. killed in Day's stove, on Frozen door foe' the boys, where
they would
Vincennes dreamed of getting in- There will
*
be
of
creek,
a
three
double
New
years
ago
Charles
by
header
York,
T.
stole $15,000 worth of
be
today.
surrounded by good influences and
Platt Today.
to the Central league, to take Fort The
Giants have players with a good Byrd, cousin of Floyd Byrd. the fa- be directed i0
1
5
diamond
paths
s,
has
of
been
rectitude and
arrested in ChrisaViley Piatt, Paducah's premier Va'ayne's place, but she awoke and reputation and
were followed by a mous prosecutor of the Hargises.
virtue, that
iis
us building had been tiana, Norway. He pawned the jewtwirler and the star box actiat of found that Canton, 0., was there in- party of
white f'r'iends. They sayj Stitott MirOninn is 22 years old. Ev- provided,
that by means of right elyry before skipping out from New
the league, leaves this morning to stead
Vincennes' is not suporting they will give Paducah
all she is er since his brother was killed he has teaching and uplifting environntents York.
perform today against Cairo. It will its Kitty team, let alone a higher- looking for
today They claim they sworn to be avenged.
the boy will be enabled to become a
salaried outfit.-Princeton Democrat. had Ben
be the first time he ever pitched
• oi
1
Boyd pretty sick. for a
good, upright, honest and influential
Dr. P. Homer Lippe. of Wells
Cairo and *rune of the local newspawhileyesterday.
Memphis expected and had prepar- citizen of the community.
Springs, Tenn., is in Cincilnati apper men are going down if they can
;Hattiesburg, Mina., has quit the
ed. to hang six murderers today, but
"T am often asked what a boy parently insane. He says • nothing
Cotton States Innate, but is playing
get away.
In trying to draw a- circus train the governor of the state has re- should do, and my
anewer is to do but "I don't know.' He appeared
until something is done.
through a tunnel near Manitou, Col., preived three. The three -to die today arything, but be sure and do that there
mysteriously and was only
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
will be executed its. the Shelby county thing better than it is now being done identified
The Cairo Citizen phophesies that on the Colorado Midland, a cage C.4)e•
by the number of his cork
jell. All are murderers and negroes. That is the One great secret of suc- leg.
Cairo will be in the lead by August laining a jaguar was wrecked and the
Indians Won, in Tenth.
cess in life."
Cairo, Ill, July t6.-The Indians 4. At first the Citizen raid July r. animal freed. The,train was stopped
At a church in. Lee county. Ky.,
and locals battled for ten innings to- In fact Cairo will do well to finish in the tunnel and great
It is thought from report that the
excitement Sunday night, in a fight, James Crees
Senator W. A. Clark was operated squadron which is bringing
day, the former winning by the pes?re third this season.
the recreated among 2,000 passeogees who was killed and James M. Thomas on in
New York for an abcess of the mains of John Paul Jones,
of 3 to 1
Eckstone robbed Cairo
the revowere thus blockaded. The jaguar was wounded by John Miller. A
mob ear. Hi; condition was precarious for letion hero from France
by calling Gilligan safe at heerte-iii
A telegram received by Secretary finally chased from the tunnel and
en this coontried to get the shootist to lynch him. a day, but yesterday he was regarded
tiv, will be off a
the tenth, and he barely
Schwartz front \tanager_ _Ilse
1w
driven into a:scathes cage.t e zznd inst.
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PURE COAL MEANS
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Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers

Family Lump,well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut
lOcibu

Large Egg 11c tu.
Nut
10c bu.

Place your order for coal with u'

d to
you
Co
Nay.

United States Gas, Coal (i), Coke Company
Both phones 254..

Office Foot of Ohio Street
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Flip 07 ANCTENT IkETEVR.

KELPS ilutr NOUSECEEFERS.

of Intorreattoa Pertainina to
Laborers ow Stritttoilosalirar L Y.,Mao Items
Ca
care Departntent-$o.
easalk- What A.ngLoars to ha
lalsce:keiat Diaes
Old Reavonly Visitor.

Whet seeneed boLs flue/meats use
loagnetia iron meteor, wisick may have
teseended to the earth centuries ago.
was discover-el the other day by'ems
laborers who are exearating a stellar
an Knickerbocker avenue, at Corneele
street, Weliamsburg, N. Y. The Air
'every was made at a depth a 40 feet,
II being netomesary to remove a kill de
feet high before the sidewalk lee
reached.
Upon reaching a tee-foot dep
Ike cellar excavation the men mune
upon the hard subirtanoe. and at first
believed it nothing but solid reek. eta
extraordinary weight, however, made
them examine it more tamely. end
we Ifieretitellito aetelegii'ltterei
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
surface several inches deep of hardened yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men earn. upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
tote en the matter warn turned over
to Prank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relics to some
ISII•elliaL

"It appears to me," said Mr. &SA
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth liket
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard ye/low clay wbbsk sere
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.

4

lifa.havitag Devito" of Spooled Medd
ar So Planed ea Sense of the
Warehdps.

The navy department is previdiag
some of the warships Ivrea• new life
raft, says a Washington ovoidal to
the New York World. It oonalsts of
an elliptical (topper tube somewhat
flattened, with stir-tight sonspare
Banta, strengthened by fine. The
tube le teemed in cork, wound we'll
eanvaa and made absolutely water
tight. Attached to this float is •
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
en the inner side it die float 'rota
wings whisk travel on lashings, a
that the bottom ret. a he propos
position, ne natter which aide of the
test falls upon the water whoa el
Is throws overboard. It does set r•
glare to be righted, &alerted cog
SIOSratod about; It is ready for eerwiat
the saossead It strikes the wide'
Oars are atteehoul to the siden of the
Seat to propel It whoa it le ureoupied.
litamigh persons cannot get on this
amen to stoic le, ead, aslike the life.
beat, It mune, sepsis* or fonder,
mar, like a raft, go to plisse against
the aides of •ship.
The war department is moeidering
the advisability of equipping army
aransporte with the same sort of
11 oat
NAUTICAL

scHcat AT

_
Alamiaern is now being used me
ensively us a matter 'al for toilet arte
ties. It has advantages over silver
a being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costa lees and cue
be treated in an equelly ertistic 112,221aer, says Boa-ton Budget,
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
aeralialietesuet,-to -beget- oparationa.
For iustance, have a small can of it
tnd mix it through two-gills of cream

whipped stiffly. Add to Ibis, too, a
rill If conecerne 'in which is diesolveli half
ounce or even less'
relotine. Put t:
into payer cases
ar into little ehina molds and set
• -Lor---att-long.-e-tinies---sua.wary, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
014 potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old ootetoes stand in ire we
ter for an hoof or two aftle peeling
and before cooaing.
Epicurean butter Is a r•rii with
grilled meats, ete. To mak* it, put
two tablespoonfuls of fe esh butter
in a small howl, and sit4rk into it
thoroughly with the point of a siis
rer kuite a oda hire of eayenae,
mixed li ab powder, minced parsley,
lemon jeive and mushroom pawlier
When this is aocomplished, set it or
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into tiainty pats„ Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals oZ bread with
equal parts of fine: chopped celery
and walnut meata, mixed
with
chopped olives end a little mayonnaise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
From the stone spirally, as one peels
an appir, being careful not to let It
break. Then make a tiny ball of the

a

tieing and fold the strip about it.
foo touch baking powder is often
axed in douglinats and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
at very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnut. heavy and unshapeiy.
A pure cream of tartar baking powder makes the doug.h rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best result', either put the
biscuit into an od a of moderate
rather than intense beat, that they
may have thee to rise before•brown
erusa is formed, or let them stand
tea minuted to rise, and then put
them into a het oven.
Creamed chicken or creamed swank
breads may take the place of creamed
oysters, s id are really more wholesome and more easily proeure& Parboil the eweetbreads and pick there
apart; to each pale allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped fine.
Stir these into a pint of cream mum.
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chicken that has been most

aareful'y boikd sad cut into dice
a -An of mu.ihrooms and a plat
MANILA.
le

lava' Otasials to Do liverything Pea.
els to inereos• IGIBrileaQ7
4,1 tie emetitestiesi.

Creak +11 11111106.

FASErONABLE FEMININITY.
_
Irestairo.r. of Waists and
Gen.., for `is miser Ww—A
reason or loanagea

lattrlieltt-e

Naval officials at Manila letend to de
everything possible for the success of
the nautical school at that place. This
institution was inherited from the
Spanish goverament. It has been la
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was recently
detached frem that duty and orderee
home for eiomplicity in certala irreg.
tilar business relatives wit% army sub.
sistenoe officers at alanits. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine islands In
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant vessels. But, while the education ischiefly of a technical and a professional nature, the students also are gives broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
grammar. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
tiehool with a practice ship to cone
line practical with theoretical instructSun in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requireatents of the pro
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.

Apropos of revivals. it may cot be
return of the
amiss to hint eat
pannier overel let is persistently
threatened, sex.. a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists, are more to the tore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions without number.
White with a touch of brilliance
lent by Persian embroideries Is a
sonspicuous favorite of the best designers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris green&
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a setts
eiundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
rhey are either shot with white or
lave an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are In red and
black.
There is a new China silk which I.
Wheelies Teteenraehr for Warships.
by perpendicular line.
listingulahed
elte.ar A.d.reiral .Ersrlfortli _able o
drawn work. with
the bureau of equipment, will point • dainty interwoven design. This is
New
annual
report,
says
a
his
At is
*specially attractive with yoke and
York Herald dispatch from Weehinge
cuffs of lace, the
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer. ieep mitten-shaped
narrow velvet rib
with
threaded
loco
with.
system
of
wirewar
loan men of
oolor desired.
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap- bon in any
This is to be a season of ruffles
propriation Is obtained ho will recomnumber cri the new fancy
mend •}.• system to be adopted for the quite a
made with frills down the
ere
waists
naval service.
narrow one
Relieving that Commander Richard- front, sometimes a singlesometimes a
the
lap,
of
edge
the
ep
son Clover, naval attache is London, broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
Is deeply occupied with his current
ways, so full as to
work, the rear admiral has recom- lacing opposite
concealing the fee
and
%bet
form
a
mended to Secretary Long that a wirethe bodice.
less telegraph expert be sent te Eng- toning of
issd to represent the navy In tlet goer the Mother Young and Nappy
trials of the two new systems deThis charming power to throwaway
traleped by Lloyd's ageney.
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
latteetrieltr se New gore Orintral.
Electricity for the New York Cen- urclusively to babies. We took outliberties with mother's sweets
tral railroad, at least to equip its rageous
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face
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a poseiblity of the near future. It is through our years of neoessary trainmany
electric
engine,
in
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that
said
tog we should forget the trick of
,eif its details unlike anything now is playing
with her ty the time we are
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teone into foolish -fdloule. What I
power ma,before January 1. lie I
4-)f
really perm is that many matters
___
Wel its 1)011
would % improved Ifs gene* of humor
oasts Parse Lai
light upon hem; and this can
•aluer of Illn
lands bare
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aosomplish
4 by girlo.--MolaS
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a rural section which the people iss
the towns designated as the "jungle," a Wm
sf oontumely headed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
passable road. and covered with deem
=
"leriAle" fell bekihd in she
march of progress. The farm wagon conveyed the family to shank on Sundays whoa
the people en the prairie rode in "sprbia
wagons" or owned buggies. There was eas
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
frequandy won, the square log -house wtth
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at thee*,
TO4 lights streaming through the me small
wiadew Mowed snob decorations an the
walls as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pewdew flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
of the hunt, while on winter evenings the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire
pises threw shadows in and out among the
festoons_ of oreons, • dried pumpkin, and
deter storpsudeittrwm the retere-

The holm in which Rester Lane was Dora
stood in a small cleared space in the Marl
bf the "Jungle." Here she grew to wants.,
hood with be wider experience with the ea&
side world than the weekday walk to the
aearest village, end an annual journey to thr
twenty seat in fair time.
Her !lest hardship came to her at the ç.
of six, when she must trudge each day lot
le miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jutele" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "echoolin' becalm
the 'girls married and had no use for it,,
rhere were no bachelor maids La the "nngo." Marriage was•certainty shout whieh
the

could be no doubt.
ter Lane being what the natives of the
lungle" called a "gee!, tacert sere" it

was expected she would make•good match
If the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
liestees hand trained the morning glory
vine, over the window in rummer and hid
the woodpile behind • bank of sturdy holyhocks and princess feathers. Tia pans
and pails ahem nowhere else with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outside the kitchen door. Besides
Herter had pieced more patchwork quilts
os the long winter erenings thee any other
girl In the "Jungle," where a feather bed
and bedding and a caw was the dowry every
brae was expected to bring to her Maw
hand.
Hester had
Bludsoe's son
-"hose father
the "jungle"

her choice betweee Squirt
William and "Jim" Gillian.
was the big land mrner is
and could set a ten acree

for the young people to start out with. Be'
ins • prudent-minded young woman, sea
ter took "Jbn" and the' nodding day was
set for Octorber.
Squire Sheba& who had "tied the knot"
In every marriage ceremony which had
takes place to the -*see. to. 4 decade,
officiated, aad supplemented the
wit', moth solemn advise se he=1
sacessary he the young people to take. A
wedding is the ',angle was a quiet Oa*
the real celebration bets/ the W se the
durflowing day. when the =harbasel hush
lie bride to his father's
Tea sad proud Hester loehod as do
eat beside "Jim." ea the frost seat of the
lbw wain* in her "Wale dress el "sky
bum dream," trimmed with white leas as
the millet, and her hat SOS•0111.
• hat so
datersted with hook ribbon hews. his
gulag slimy oedema represented the savings
ea the sale of egp and better abeee the
family granaries for many weeks. It wee
"handmade." tee, a mewing machine am
of the laxnries el die leas

=woo
lady ae they were, the nalate suisees

elsootiona Suggested by the Peru.
liar Habits of Raccoons.
Itsdalono al a beratbern OW,-•.s al
tile Way2 et the Seeming` ...is
tentacle* Little Dents/me
IL rite Sousaa•,

La Or Setae Young People
Postasylvaala.

WOOD.

were seetvtag Were them. The theist
we arranged In e menecirele armed the
mem sad "Jim" and Hester eat dews
mar the epee .door. The company, the
elder members first, came forward Dee kir
me and 'shook them by the hand and do
heed their eonifratidattena. here was
only ea* pipes* in which the good wide,
meld *euerreeed. "I wish you much lees
repeated cosh neighbor, solemnly, 44a 44.
dm Walla- Thee there was &lease is the
mem. the perm staring blank= the
ea.
bride and mom, wile relieved
barreemiest by sessaimal waimpers to each
ether.
When the jest* and
sayiage whM
ealivesed the festivities el the "
were exhausted some of the elder folks
pa reeihneeameng of former wedding me
eseleas.
"Ws memo hew the world does awngs,"
maid Ueda 'VI:may" Taylor. He Lad his
Vile
ls"kunali laces," were the pioneers
Ceramist Ileaate and girds
. "Yee young fol%ot
pot mairt fsead dart out In the
44a1ohlr Oeeer.
en their fees and figure. be says.
hoirstlays don't know what hard times ere
these Shane resemble the Jemmies&
A polar bear would sot 'cave s and 'the women are, to my the lama.
Terieve teralrer to floor year hense with,
amil a melt stove, and you can by hide chance in stalking seals if it were just as unoonvea eons.'sad fascinating
sad chairs and table already made. 11 of • darker color. The only black There the resemblance ends. Tee man
v.v
. roars see, Utak Laura and I spot about it is the tip of its note
are lasy. good-for-nothing fellows, who
rhe sailors who first landed en rare
*Lam lived at old Beekadds. Rer ous unknown arctic shores and bays sever work unless they ere absolutely
obliged to do so. Tbe weenie toil durIsther had onset weir es bothi.flhiasisids
teem Kentucky, and I, being a raving asp stated that the bears tieed to take ing the summer In the rie• fields and
sad deed el Tennessee hills, tented up there them for seals, and begin it. stalk spend their time whets at home in
them at•considerable distance, lying weaving cloth and in household dupee day md west to erotic for him.
big me all done by head hs those dant
a town fiat on their bellies in the at- ties. They wear a very pretty coo
Laura helped in the torn Alembic. We
titude in which the well-known pho!Deluding a long whites pette
hi by, and were married. Oise day after tograph by'Mr. Gambier Bolton shows tame,
is much more beteornibi
which
mat,
that I Woh Lana me behind nee an a harm, the did polar bear at the Zoo, aml
than tem ugly maishapen tremolos of
pod with all our worldly goods tied to • wriggling along is
that position %lute thi Chinese wonsin.
koadae we started out to meek oar farnmea
they came to an ic. hummock, when
-Mr. Carey deseritea a &freesias of
be a new esentry. tee never
we reached the "entele," and g=idup a 'hey would get up. mer over to see the young people wheel) very much ineel of lead and built•esbia. I midi al 4,the "seals" wets alarmed, end wrested him. As he passed through
taraftweewfith my mete
coreagutn7.nirms-prervtdre1E1 MAPS eke
evoked lint coals in the
that they could always see the black thernaelver with ootton seed balla,,
go to
Louis for almoet
lose when the bear got up near, and
loom balls, and man/
la them
and Liars staid arm= 'owed that the bear put his paw crier which they callpelted with these love
was
he
times
willdernese,, bet the `ndlans were toss, red
there Wasn't saythteg more dangerous@ is els trearne to hide it. The &retie miasike. Be asps they were of course
'ores, the "blue" ha.., the ptarmigan. sot Intended to menvey any meetinge
the weeds than varmints and wildcats."
••ad we didn't have 'infra airmen ta -yper and ermine all undergo the sea- to him., but at the festivities whisk
thew dark' said %Tenet' father. We had 4onal change to white by an identical take place daring Now Year% thesis
%rimy and venison, weskit we shot in the 'recess, says the London Spectator. oilfired bails have a very Important
woods, and for cake and pie we bed •peel Tele hair or feathers, as the ease part to play. Oa these eximerions nothseen poses baked in the male on the hearth. might be. lose color and turn white Ina ami& be more agnifloant to a
'Jim's' mother didn't have a
ry rhat may almost be described se young man, fun the Is very careful to
middle( dew like Heater hers, but
.n instantaneous process. In the throw it only to the partiesler young
tractility she wove herself 94us
!oxen and birds the white earnest is nean whom she would Moe' to marry.
.,..i for It, tee. Mors weal% so
retches; but the speed of the colro- Thus ah• expresses her prefeream for
hats Is them days; the girl was proud
mild get a bit of ealise to make a embed. lhange Is remarkable. There are trate or soother of the 'Amine. If this
many stories of people 'whose beer young maa eatebee the ball, the fact
There would have hemmer* Aeries.51k, las turned white `ern shock "In a is a sure indication that be wishee
geed old days when ampliehy reigssi ol Angle night." Jueteng by the birds to wed the girt and the erqagemeet
wedding haste but the men mud henry and foxes, these stories must
might as well be annonnoed se ono&
be true
away for the "house ratline." raj tem Nio one ever
sees the process of foe- bet tf he esteem Um ball, the bat he
the rep went down the legs "Jlei
sarefully hews and piled on a 'nett/ obt ug going on. The feather or -mods diestse that be does not redprocate
moth. tea awes were Is their piss% mid If fur which was brown ci. pa- try the affeeties the siale.m desires in
"
eray suddenly whitens. Yet no a •• gins hiss, anti she must led a loves
t new home wee reedy is the
re 'ram aetually seen the solar going. elsewhere. At all 'ether them the gam.
lung/e.bjtha
rilue!a°14eheristad
a. The explanation twisty given Is that is simply a mode of flirtation, wises
thig
o ah-oRill
w"
that
li
brought Ma fiddle and there wee a
takes place by Right. ThAlall
the maiden or man whoa falls to seta
is the sew home, a "Leuseenfrar to "half way" teat
the bad moat pay a ftwesit is the
tetweemithe
white
and the waddle( festivities IMO
thrower.
end the original eerier.
Jim" and Rester etill live is
has
the
hens,
hut
little
lettols.'
Is Oat of the Meta.
helletal themes.
added to It, .ad a seat ;del* hew
The rather-I as- wiled John got
Tbe lesea's *memos weer wise
weil-kept nrehard sad WNW "
4 *emoted to magma.
wild& hare *tit Tenn el me% milker"
saes the prosperity whiati is trsaeMerisiq
YU Mother-Yes It's• great re.
ie
tbe prinee
szt Wales:v
libeatta
"myth," late • progressive
dot Et has tried so away was*
enmity and the 'Wale and
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"Bobb:
from yol

Dry Hickory Stove
a orear sae lirOod,$1.25 pet wagon
At Shamokin. Pa., so:n
of Prot`
tame have survivedthe
ress among the Poles and Rambo.. load delivered promptDna el these obasriasee_s_i• "inriker
his day." It is a favor's, day ler ly tor cash. Telephone
bashful lovers, for swiftness of Binh.
rather than eloquence ‘,: tongue, tap- 442, old phdr.o.
tures the belies of the coninnudty,

esmatmel psychology is to be stueiad,
I see, in Paris," said an observant
attizen recenti,y, according to __the sap an eastern exchange.
trees.
Yew Orleans Mmes-Democrat, "and 7-- toe lays the man Ilea bee* in
the scientist, are going to take the Lai for the ran of his life, 'while the
mitteect up in • systematic way. That maids adjure corsets and rub lint'
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and meet co their kneecaps every nigh*
Finally the
research along these lines will no are wooing slumber.
"switaUirgr der arrives.
Lcnitit be productive of much interest- morning of
ing data. Heretofore what ecieatists The man sees before him ,all the maidhave said along this line, and in fact ens of his village. He may tabs his
do-le is-eatelt sodtIey-17eve
1eirartied. 'has been of s peer.--All -hee mesawith lister the one
and
duck
switch
theoretical nature, mill it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed of his choice-the maid whom he
If she is
beyond the Rarely experimental stage. would have for his wife.
and
eireapee
than
ha
of
fool
teeter
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other ohs is tree. If the man Is beamed el
scientist when he took up the study of his quarry she seldom gets awoke,
are sled in lead's
the emotions and the means of ex- though his feet
pressing them, but even this splendid shoes.
"Swtiohing day" at illmenalriais
treatise is lacking in that definite data
when all the Lade axed
which would place animal psychology Hester Suntly,
round shoot
tmong the so-called' exact sciences. lasses of the country
town
for
the annual
the
gather
at
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
run is
bustling center of population, where meeting. • girl's starting to
sne may find so much that is artificial, somptatil aa • token that abet is not
yertalltee
10 much that is out of harmony with averse to her pureuere. The
peoposal, and
;he natural order of things, would start is sosepted as •
may teecrot be the place to prosecute In an no matter what misfortosa
provide for her
must
quarry
he
his
fall
.nteltigent and satisfactory way a
oudy of this iett•rcsting subject. all the days of his future Ihta
Pathetic indeed was the ilillustreilas
iurruundings a trifle more rugged
Man.
would seem to afford a better oppor• of this feet in the ease of Ramahand
the
we
all
odds
by
who
holt,
!unity for the observance of mental
girl in the Romateri colonise
roce?otes in the lower order of life, somest
about. gbo was tali
tithough, of course, much may be for many miles
her eyes ads* SSW*
and
slender
and
learned. by the method which has been
crowned weak goktea
was
She
blue.
edopted by European scientists.
rtriglete
"In the southern part of the United heir, which grew in dainty Mambo&
Mies
heed.
her
upon
aloes
itates these scientists might find much
suitors time she could asfeta that would give them a more had more
was very <my. Time of
she
and
eept,
ieflnite clew to the reascning methhad, Mime weeding at
maid
toot,
the
.de of animals of the lower order.
marriageable age, passed one
Mat little trick of the•oppoesum. for a
minettehing der' in toasty without the
nstance, when he feigns death, shows
of her prorates.
giving
an element of ehreadnees which one
Mies lianbok until SIMI CM the re
rarely finds in orders of intelligence
festival occasion had eocoeeded
topposedly higher. Take the raccoon. sent
outdistancing an her pursuers.
:illy is it that he will leap up on Gni In
were the ~es she had sun, but
,ide of a tree and then jump as far as Many
had
a switch or• pals of water
sever
ne can from the other side? It is a
come within reaching dietaries of her
.rick. Re Is trying to fool the dog
It was thee that Andrew
'bat is after him by making him be- petite form. shrewd
young man, who
•
Sebinsky,
ices* he is up the tree. The 'coon has
purposely waited until Wee Mate
had
practiced this aame for so long that
fatigued, pies *ham.
ao well trained dog will ever bowl up bok had bosons, maid, Sad SWOT be
the
4 tree nntll he has circled around 11 Of dartedpursuer.
.eeeral times to see Pi the game has mad the the rani-mid track they
Down
sot resorted bathe usual make-believe
So exalted
all unheeding
teshed.
'Why is it the. a ',tome when the
matestanta-the men rose
both
were
tree is falling under the affect of the
sing far • wife, the girl for libertybunter's ax. will scamper down e • e
approach of a train was us:rune of tbe tree toward the stump? that the
The engine tooted shrilly
eatioed.
Ere has tw• reasons for doing it. In
Hs bleat Miss Mantra& sh
at
sad
the first peace, unless the dog knows
stumbled and tell upon the
els business, he will rush out In th• righted.
Both of her loge were eat of
tea
iireotion of the falling tree, believing
i
below elite knees, but the desteurs
the game will scamper out from the
Ilea And fahlariky.
swill
she
Lop. In the second plats*, he reasons
bur being a ortppie
that it Is safer for body and limb /sea of will hoop bop pmawies, eo•
be
thee
la either event he is reasoning about
:Ale Os
=
lost so soma
the thing. It is • psynhological proo her eta nurses earn
Move
es. lest/tacos have been reported
ey hunters of where 'coons -wetted
SHAN STATES.
leap from the top of falling trees, LOVE BALLS IN
seemingly knowing that they were
Meeeste,
pursued by trained dogs, who would analMA u4 Interesting
Anson. Tease seethe ea Ate
`tang around the stump until they
moos saletee
eould scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But the rule Is the other way.
Trod W. Carey has recently bora
"The point I am trying to make,"
cosoluded the obeervant citizen, "is traveling through an almost- unkaolea
that the woods art Hied Vette teams part of the Chinese Shan states, whisk
evident/en which might gh•'the ere he between China proper and Derma/
entists a clew to the reasoning meth Is the amount .if his }cornice, white
be nescitiy mad before thei Royal
ads of animals of the lower order."
Geographical society, he spoke most
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS. favorably of the woman of the 0o122.
se7, though his opinion of the men is
Seasonal ailialicee as Tais Cele. MI set so tattering, seas the AM Yoe%
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KILLED VOR MUM ism

Some people keep up a trktff so long
How York Ituakers Obiterei ea rap
MT TOM P. MORGAN.
they cen't shake it after the cause IA
WO tor a Dare diaanfinsi
gone.—Atchiscn Globe.
en a atig Marta
There Is a wreck down at Spooner%
What a Afferent world this would house—s wreck that was formerly a piece
John Hendrickson, • breeder of
be if the voice of conscience used i. of blithe manhood, with a !narked tendency
to taik and 4 wen on his Lead. The wreck fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
miegaphonel—Chicago Daily News.
In question use tp be saluted he his cded- Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
"Bobby, I'm surprised. This not*
Dors as Mr. Spooner.
en the Coshocton turnpike from
from your teacher says you're the last
\Vlore, before, all was joy, in the hightail
boy in a class of 25." "Well, I could octave; now is sorrow and woe in large White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re
he worser
don't see how." -"It quantities and • dilapidated bureau in re gently found tour of his finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
'nicht have been a bigger class."—Lon- workably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in ths charges of buckeb.crt, which had endon Answers.
New Office Boy—"There was a mac Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly se tered the bodies just behind the fore
tot. 'defecting peigh.bore mini to borne Lag.
'lame here to collect a till while you times
sneeringly remark that it had mom
Neighbors reported that hunters
Were out." Proprietor—"What did the appearance of having come in the Ark
New York, who had been stayfrom
you tell him?" New Office Boy—"I ro:e But neighbors will carp slid let their Logi
him it was no use for him to return Ilin through your cabbogopatch in wild ing at White Lake, had passed over
because you never paid any of youi and bristly freedom, so de will take tbadi his farm in quest of partridge, and
that shots, had been heard in the
metre at 50 per cent, discount.
debts."—Columbus JournaL
vicinity.of the field where the settle
How
the
bureau
cams
there
war
-north,
matter,1
No Patienoe.—"What's the
subject that worried Spooner just before were at pasture.
little boy?" inquired the kind lady, i the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
The dead heifers were the finest
stopping before a sobbing urchin on , the happy home. How to. get it away was
specimens
of the Hendrickson herd,
the street. "I—I got a boll on my what agitated his mind.
and it occurred to the owner an he
seek," whimpered the boy. "Yes. but
fideoner's only daughter, Cydonia., had,
that
just think bow many boils Job Lod!". it least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a was examining the wounde
a
strong
they
bore
that
killed
them
"I know, but think we th' patience he teatime being, who made her his wife—oud
had, toot" replied the boy.--Ohio State the wee Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It resemblance to does by reason of
ts not- di-unarm/A -of- the writer to
their dalkatety -twinned tithes
dourest.
tribute the idea that, but for this timewith the idea that they
A very "timelry" conversation was ly attack of notrimony, Miss Spooner would was seised
for deer by the
mistakes
had
been
slurried on recently between a hostess have become more altitudinour. Far tram
heaters.
and a fair young guest. The hostess It! She simply cased, as a Spooner, to
Hendrickson ...eat to White Lake,
was entertaining the company with make the menu at three daily »seta look
found that the three men be'
but
to
as
if
attacked
by
an
itinerant
eat,
and
to
descriptions of bertrip abroad and of
He ascertained
the wonderful things she bad seen mark plaintively that woman's mission cc wanted had gone.
addresses in New
defined
around
thi
earth
we.
not
clearly
and
their
mimes
thf
other
things
the
mentioned
Among
edges.
York and after considerable difficulty
stork of Strasburg. "Oh, yes," re
Now that their daughter had succeeded
marked the girl. "I hove heard •ll ▪ ainuaitttag matrimony in the firo Located them. He has just returned
result
about that; and did you see the watch degree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved u after beating them, and as a
$500 rather than
et the Rhine. too?"
do the proper and appropriate theeg. Att., of his visit he la
such Ceoticular thought, they decided to when he went to the atty.
Dr. Vareadoe,• noted professor
reek, is very fond of flowers. and present her the sacred bureau, arounr
hallowed aasookstione
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
some days aro. on returning from his which clustered mob
like these inelogemoss to an sal buffalo
eollege duties, he found ip his frown she.
?weak Clereereses. of Atbanda. m,Overs
yard a pestiferous calf Won:sine s,
The mired bureau wee located ha the
sopeasee aeoralakly Inieasseseontchase
• neighbor. The doctor gave
woad story of the Spooner domicile, is
able Diflealtkee.
sod the animal pl oared toward the the "spare" beddoota! How to get it down
dower pit. and in another instant gain was the question.
Atlonta, a small Iowa south of
The time, several years\ before, wbse
crashed through the glass csover and
Bloomington, Ill., has In Prank Claw:Wad
the
poo
draymCn,
had
dans,
the
mixed with the pots and pleats bekrone piece of furniture to the monad- son • fiddler whose chief bid for
low. When another professor passed story window, by means of mach rope and fame lies in the fact that be is witha few minutes later, be said. rravely7 "
profanity, was still froth in Spooner's label out hands. Claw•oet has been,a per"I do not understand. Dr. Vernadoe, Re remembered that Jaw bad measured former on the violin since boyhood,
why you shoula object so seriously to the bureau, which was an enormously do and his skill was each that be was in
having a modest cowsdp added to your "eloped affair and teen had measured
demand at every country dance in
the*5
fine collection of plants." The doctor's
Several
that part of the country.
for
the
stairs."
was
Jaw'
yew
"Too
wide
frowning face relaxed. "Ah,Sanborn,"
years ago he wee caught in • blizdiet
be retorted, "you see, this was only a
So without any zoom tuat be had prw zard and both bands were so badly
worthless bulrush."
seeded to haul it up the side of the boom frozen that they were amputated al
ited hatroande it through• window.
this wrist. Supposing that his fidBANE ACCOUNT WAS SHORT.
But Spooner considers himself a poet is dling days were over, the old instruthe way of concentrated think, to any two
Ilkst It Was lareawit tie ee sialaime legged draomen that ever wore a hairy hoe ment was laid away by the owner.
tor for • beard sad charge' ID pieces of The old-time Imaging to bring out
In a Most Oloaetrone and Ma..
elver for earrying • 50-lent trunk Pre music became toe strong to be retraordlaary Msussier.
block*. Hs knew, without measuring, that sisted, and he conceived the unique
He
Here is a story of two well-known the stairs were wide enough for the be idea of playing- without hands.
and alone lie attacked made • contrivance out of heavy
/wrung Baltimoreans, whom we' will eau. dingle-handed
die lugubrious piece of furnitem in he etre wire, which enabled him to wield the
salt Mr. Tom Black and Mr. Dick So- satire spare bedroom.
of fingering was
▪ :id-So. Each prides himself on being
By dint of much polling and sa equal tow. The matter
absolutely up to date and up to snuff mount of healing, he succemied In wrest. more difficult, but by herd practise
in all particulars. Tom called around NOS it to the head of the stairwite, in spits. I. trained the stump of his lett hand
to see Dick one morning•short tirne of the feet that it seemed continually os is make the necessary. shift. from
deter se ~tag to another, and from po
ago, and had scarcely passed through seek its clews Into, the floor, la
wined alert to resist the departure.
dtlea to position. With the fiddle
the door before Dick exclaimed:
Getthig ahead, he carefully lowered the
"By Georest The very man. Say, bureau toward himself. The operation was held in pleas by his ado and kziees
Tom,I want to go to Booths this after only marred by the trifling "pendent of all and with the help of his finger
noon, and I need $75. I wish yeru'll the drawers slipping out at ore sad the HMO, Clawson meninges to pie%
lett me have it. I realty wouldn't aak mate time, and all but the hurl the bowie amarfy as muck an mesa SS form,rt.,
eg arms portion of Spooaer% persee aa
yen:but see my position.'
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
"Yoh" replied Tom,"a earl efteestifr; they fen, a wooden shower, ems him, and
loaded below La the "tor id the stair
a 4•41-irtie or no-touch-no-go position.
way. ree last sad heaviest &ewer de •
Ceurteseta. of Iowa Halloo
• are better off at bonne. Dick. It's
tams the regular order el preenedtb• H000rd ter fa.
Clalme
verv cold in Boston.'
and lit, wrong side up, ea • Spowier's
•ort!swam
"gonaewhat frosty here, too, It beat shoulder's sod hewed bead. RI. held
-teems." said Dick. "But its all•joke. se the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
A grandmother tie 19 is th• record of
mooed=
.
*II forward owls him. the
*Id man. Come in and sit down."
idta wetly Is l.
Ow ails Kra James P. Carleton. of Iowa Palle,
"Haven't time," said Tom. "I just
:a they weak with all the easitseased La., who elitist the distinction ef being
stepped around to me if you wouldn't t
bad adarity that attend the pump et tke youngest grandmother in the selet me have that 11100 you already owe
Wine rushing truistical', derwa the 'corridors ttee north weet. Slot is hoping to be •
• me—if it's perfectly convenient."
of time.
Dick seemed to make a hurried mei"Spooner was $ trim In seethes of the treat-grandmother by the them she
ted calculation, and then told his bureau when both arrived in the "jog" cei I. K.
Mr end Mra Carleton were serfriend that be would eive him•cheek the stairway.
The chewers which kJ mede theiedeteste ried in Ohio 15 years ago, Mrs. Carletos
for that amount, but didn't think be
▪ few seconds before, ley la a confused heao being only 11
'
,
rare old when ehe woe
had quite that much in bank.
. "But yon can go down and see," le with ill possible centers upward to wal wooed, won and lad I. the altar by her
same the no. Hai-ions Spooner.
eshonlmate. Lees than twe
out
added.
Ho landed en all these cortices and two
So Tom took the check. invited Dick mai noire that seemed to put In an appear. rears late?, when only 12 years of ere
to go to the theater with kim thpt saes for that emartioa only, and the es the became a mother. The teudency
eeening, and hurried down to tfie sheet and vindictive bureau stood musee toward early marriages-1a the Cartenioa
bank. The paying t der took the y on its head on his quivering mrporeeity. lamily was tranernitted ti the dinette
A wild, united yell. Is sharp yet re
tor, and two years age,at the are of It,
check, strolled back, looked at Dick's
accoont, and returned to the window, nelsons that It startled the bats out of the fh• was married. Last week oho Deihtteney and brought Mrs. Sesser to the mme a mother.
-Shaking his head.
two of the emirs.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
"Row much does it take to make it
"06, the precious bureau!" she shrieked.
postmaster at Iows ran., but• dew
good?" 'Jilted Toni,
What, oh! what has happened to itr
"Not &dallied to tel." replied the
Presently • Wet voice piped up hem the months ago he end his wife removed to
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do. St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
Seller.
and grandchild reside.
Torn went to the receiving taller toga eentortion set beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured es
eand deposit...1110, to Dick's credit, but
tko Ifeerro,
'that didn't make the check good. An- ort," it said, "but I am mortally wooed Iforesneat for Deseitting
id he this caLinetoned• demon!"
A promising movement has been
other $10 and still others were put up,
Frightened at the awful condition of bar
with the mope result, moth' Tom began rouse. buried beneath a meountalit of ye started in Virginia for the benefit of
to persprre and the hash people to complete furniture and with ne insuresee the negro population. The idea or1g
Z. Jones, of Richlaugh. /finely Tom deposited his in hie Who Mrs_ Slimmer ran for assist lasted with Dr. R.
prominent and
several
and
mend,
tenth 210, with the remark that it was ince. Presently she returned with astigbassociated with
•tough game to be up amatnst, and be +or Killer. By his strong arm, the weed' wealthy negroee are
of
the
proposed sethiud:
The
first
was
drawn
from
if
manhood
beneath
the
deride
',resented the cheek, only to be
*
sill
exultant
established
heirloom
of
the
be
near
Roundhead"
will
elements
met 'kith aeother shake of the teller's
Another measurement was institnted, and
bead and the information: "Very ike former dwision of Jaw,the dramas, ftichmemd. Plots of ten acres mei'
sorry, Me. Blank, but that account was was "indicated. The bureau would go no WI)! be laid off. and upon each will
acootod a toeroconoed log made
somewhat overdrawn."
nether doers the "jog," for the stairway be
of antique style Thee* plota will be
•
Vote gave it upend denied out of the was much narrower from tbere down.
battik. He had no sooner gone than
Without•word, but with • terrible dark- weld on easy Instal/meats plans to
Dick sauo•tred in, and, asking how blue mods depietdd on his coidild serves anxious to better themselves. They will be gives praatioal
mut": hid )4 le Ida credit. was tea_ realm, sad nose several inches out es die
Minh.
tnatramtenr in- 1E116
Eillar. iddld
1195.
work to form the bureau up to the top his, an experienced expert from the
"bust .1)* sae this cheek for $90,"
it the stake again. This they succeeded imatitut• at Hampton being engaged
h. meld. and 11 you see Tom Blank
aesesaptiehing, in spite of the Puritanical
to-day 'tell Min Yin awfully sorry I resistarioe of that oubbora orthodox Wiest so Mati •• Acts
esonot 'he alee to see him this even- if drawer..
Prodlalense Insnet.
Phan
ing', as I jieve deeded to take that
Then &Near rolle It ever, and over, • held, remarkable project is re
little Bea*" trip we were talk-hag ad, with the sash' de *id, he balaiseed 'doing &Medea among Ruserian en
reoeseat on the
about this morning."
It is proposed to construct
With a wale sif almost fiendish )0y and gin ere
spasmalie hitch. to kis pantaloons, slow • tunnel muter the main shale of the
•
Gegen Tea aloe Wank Iron.
Caucasus mountains from a point MI
The differnenoe in color between yoslippito awar from the *hitches of *nil
as rear sespeader bottom Boomer pushed miles south of Vladikavkaa. The tengreen and 'bleak tea has been arcribed the bursae, new thoroughly
frightened, outwill be n miles long and cowl
to varicose causes. Reoently Ur. Aso, ward, sod it hurt/ 4 through the air like sed
rrcook000. As seen as the Trane-fifgot the agrieteltural college at•Tokyo, We flight el•braes- sobbed meteor. With
bertan railway ts finished, it is be"des Anvestigated the subject, and be
crash, it landed on the stone'doorstep,
this Caucasian tunnel. whims
lieved,
!Wei*, in entotance, the following ex- "so stories below, rid was setting but a
has tie warns support of the ever,
'da 'tion: In making green tea the week of ita former grandeur.
Col. Wiadygarise's valuable dog, of the will ee sommeneed. From a military
reeves are steamed as soon as pithacerb-legged ,persuasien, bed, but • ino. and eommereial point of view the
need; in the case of black tea the
sat before, been gastrins am overshoe work will he of vast Importance. as
leaves are allowed to ferment before es the ,doontep. Now he lap under the
the only direct oommuniestiom with
drying. The remit is that the flu- Bursae—only a "seine moollection, a hairy
trana-Cenemela from southern Ruse's
isOled black tea eoutains much lege grease-spot.
Cyoleala get no wedding present from her W by au ordinary read hien %goal&
tat
than the green contains. The
larks. to Us
oriel al tea-leaf possesses an eel- parents; Spooner got seething but a choke
of
bump*
and
iseortmeat
&breams.
and
dieing enzyznne whichsta destroyed he
lielheete be deka.
i bill for $25, said to be the value of the
Ile green tea by stearning. In Week at.
A year ago tiers were Lem polar
dog. To all of which ite objurgate4
*ea, during fermentation: the elleYele • such pistwesque Orate that he ems• Wheels In Cuba, wilit 111,000 ehildren.
seldhroa the tannin and gives elite aureh 'trial is the neer distance.
Slew Iblaro aro 114,1401 whoa'
I. • brownish-tolored
esdl aaw sehosie ese
"sadist.—
Mieerables ganosi tWiteaerl—Chred
/townie CookiDadiasi-

•
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BUREAU-. CSIFIRS

.; CULTURE LANS I

isnrotary Wilson to Encourage

INUNDWOL WW1 WORE.

- 5RESL FASHIC41-14-OIL6.

Mowry Tax 111,0111 lb. Ifeasorles at
Clarks I. the Dilate Stases
Hallway Poeta' liervisoo.

Law Ideas'in erets oesteseroteicsai
In Evidence& in the 1.p -o-1 ate

velopment of the Industry.

Millions of
le are complaining
aowadays of Mfg taxed financially
but an army of men in the employ
Weil don Congress for 510,000 for the of
Uncle Sam are burdened with s
earpmeese of Prellasiaary Test and
mental practice unheard of, as reCan
He
inveettsation si Wkat
imilds extent* in trn,y other country of
stoe• in omitted states.
the world. Things that a railway
postal clerk must remember have in
Seer- tory Wilson, of the deportment iree-oci in such volume that ode woulo
c• ttihI
id ag: IOW tlire, Is deter-mil
.-very cell of his twain would
sire to serest in the eititivationoi-o lb re TM& wilt the name of a o.isit
worms &to mullierrs tree. iu tot
reitiwrid covneetion, end the war
Uniteci States, and the sum of to0,4.essi fez is t. at, the clerk'a mind doe, no
which he ham asked congress to give falter, under the pressure.
Despite
him to develop silk culture in the these facts cases of insanity among
test
United States for a preliminary
this elites of public sereanta ere rare.,
sad investigation, wiEllis adteditdorilb says the Chicago Record-Herald.
and
every
man
interesting
a view of
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
woman in the country who has some for several years a record of 21,00C
spare time for the work in the pier tins cards (which tithe the place of letters
of mulberry trees and the care of silk n examinations) with an average per
worms.
mat. of correct distribution of a fracIf the appropriation asked for is tion over 99 per 'rent. He knew how to
ranted Secretary Wilson will turn his "each that _Ma.11,1_01fitte__ILL Aattral•
attention Mot to the south,on account states by the shortest, quickest route,
of the large amount of cheap labor and he knew the correct location of
to be procured there. If the results each office in its state.
La the south are at all satisfactort
A clerk on the New York and Chi
t n the men, women and even the eago railway post office must know
shild.ren will be appealed to by the goy the oorrect location of every post ofernutent to lend a hand in establishing fice in a group of states made up of
a new industry.
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana
"After congress authorizes the Minnesota., Souola Dakota and Nestart," said Secretary Wilton,"I shall braska. In these seven states there
be ready to furnish the necessary sup- are 12,317 post others*. Not only is the
plies to anyone wishing to make the clerk required to be "up" on the eonexperirnent of stlkocoltore.'The work eral scheme, which means the cot i t
is about all done in the spring, and if Location of the post offices in each
my plans carry, by next spring every state, but he must know how to reach
member of congress will have at hit the whole 12,000 post offices from one
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be riven or more stations.
away to his constituents. I think it
A clerk running between Chicago
likely that I shall call upon Booker and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
t
oVoshington to help me at the start than 78 examinotions in 15 years,
ugh his great industrial' school Learning 13,308 offices in 15 different
at Tuakegee, Ala.. He in ready thy-re sections of the United States. la
to take hold of the experiment and some of the examinations he was redo much in a abort time in educating quired to make • Chicago city distrithe people in silk culture.
bution, which means that while run"So far as I am concerned, / know sing over the country at the rate of a
silk culture can be made a success in mile a minute he must distribute letthis country. People laughed at me ters to the carriers of the Chicago dee
when I said the beet sugar industry Livery. He must know not only where
would be • success, but ills a success, every publics building and leading mere.
sal the total yield this year will he eantile home is located, but also how
050,000 tons of sugar. We are grow. to etivkie the numbers on a particulag excellent tea plants in this eonn- lar street.so that he can "tie out" his
try do-day and preparing tea for the letters to the correct carrier, accordmarket in an absolutely clean way— ing to the route of the latter. This
that Is, in steel cylinders and without same clerk made 13 examinations in
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor ten months, with an average correct
upon the 1
. The Yankee can sur- distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 20
mount almost any obstacle, and he is examinations he came out of nine of
medistely improves almost any ides them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
sr industry he imports."
Think of such a task, taking Into
consideration the puzzling similarity
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED of-names that are used to designate
poet offloemt Thee, too, must be conLatta.. Governor of Haveall Urge. sidered the fact seat there are hunAlessertean Moseey for tree In
dreds of class where in each state is
the ista.adl.
a post offise of the Name name. For
instanee, in the states named above
Authority for the conversion of all there are eve post °Sees named HamHalm/San silver coin* into correspoa4- ilton, six Grants, four Garfield', four
sf e01114 of the United States and for Geneva*, tour Smithvilles, four Sparthe immigration of $ limited number of tan and five Jefferson., and so on.
Chinese laborer, conditioned upon In some instances there is a post oftheir outraging in agricultural pursuits doe of the same name in each of the
only dewing their residence in the ter- seven 'tate*. As one may
imagine.
ritory and _their return to their own this only tends to contuse the average
scruntry upon ceasing to be farmers are mind.
We chief recommendations of H.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
hie animal repo--t.
The prosperity of the Wanda,accord- Irks Ukasepteets ammehoase-dainekle
Irlak.or of tee over Tribe—New
ing to the acting governor, depends on
Hard to Via&
the succesotul and economical production of sugar "The employ-ment of
From a story in St. Nicholas we
Chineae and Japanese by the planters,"
he says, "newer has and never will in- dip this description of the old-time
terfere with either American skilled or soountain lion:
There was a tnrd when the Ameriunskilled labor, but if an ample supply
id desirable labor can be obtained it saa mountain lion was one of the
means million* of dollars spent for Ina- Noel formidable animals in the world.
shines-y, building materials,tools, steel The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
and iron and other supplies of Ament 111041 cm.iseequitures Witeet WWI see we tee
most terribly armed and powerful of
eon manufacture."
the cat ramily. it was a compact
Wew Jersey's Pure rood Law.
mass of bagel and tough muscle and
What Is mid to be the strictest pure gristle, wi`tbones of iron, atrong
food law In the United States has just
Jews, sharp teetd, anti claws like
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its steel
penksife-bladea.
It
was
enforcement has been Jilin:toted to prodlriouely strong, lithe, and quiek,
the New Jersey board of health. Un- towered with a mail-coat of loose skin
der It the offloe of state dairy corn that waa as tough as leather.- It
had
mierioner hoe been abolished and his the temper of a demon, and was induties have come under those of the satiably bloodthirsty.
Withal, it had
thief food inspect tr. There will be
the proverbial nine lives of thir-cat
a large number of deputies scattered
tribe.
all over the state. Everything that
•IrldliS4 such an
animal it was
man nom* into use for human cono
hdpeless to match dogs. It was said.
gumption es food or drink ie included
In the sehool-books of 40 years ago,
under the law. The inspection will
that "three British mastiffs can pull
even take In canned goods. It does
down a full-grown Asiatic lien." Persot matter Whether these or anything
haps they could; but they would have
else is manufactured or put on outbeen sorry of they had tackled a fullside the state or in it, they are liable
American mountain lion of
to conic under the hen of the law if grown
He was not to be "pulled
that
time.
the analyst& to be made from time to
time pillows them to be unlit for hu- down" by anything; and if he had
been "polled down," that was exactly
man food.
the position in which he fought best
Disprove* Korb Theory.
With his back protected by the earth.
Positive sighs of tuberculoalw have and AlLfourofzarfalle_ermed
appeared in the cow that was inocu- hag free, aided by his terrible teeth,
lated with germs by Dr. George D and a body so strong that it could
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days hot be held in any position—well,
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the when he was "down" was the time
signs to become more pronounced that he was most "up."
and will then kill the cow end hold
He once was found in all the Rocky
Se autopsy. Dr. Barney is now cer mountain regions, from the jaguar
lain that be has disproved Dr. Koeh's haunted tropical forests of the ex.
theory that human tuberculosis and treme south to the home of the
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom northern wieter blizzard; but he at
monicable. Dr. Barney said last tattled his greatest size and ferocity
eight that he had no doubt that the on the subtropical plateau of northautopsy to be performed would ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisonse
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
These animal* are no tourer what
Zoch's theory.
they were. The tourist or hunter of
Prisoners he Britimb Indian assts. to-day cannot hoop to fine any of the
No fewer than 587,884 prisonere I old-time power sr ferocity
were in the prisons of British India
Otiopreago foe Rayed neatiftsia.
Is 1899-1900—au therima. of 92,064
his children attained the age of
As
over the number for 1891. Of this
King Edward had everything conhuge total only le 655 were females, ten
them which appeared in the
Which is a smaller proportion thaa cerning
newspapers,plotted into albums, and
be walatera countries.
these were handed error to them when
Gift of a Bridire.
they reached years of discretion. The
A now form of benefastioa to a prince of Wales, however, began at the
Pew England town Is that taken Is beginning, and each of his eh-Hares,
of Prune s Belhell. of New has a volume of newspaper cuttings
Um
Tovit, who has riven neetassigg dating from the day of hi •
,•
Mire Chroniele•
Ora.a iss.ovese&Igno
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• charming everinv
t,
f•
young girl is of rich to • r boon.
to .veiled with either wilt...
ereti net, idoowing a delds to • coign
lace or ribbon applice to iia floral de.alternating
_rolesa.
rnellios LeWli
in A stud e
ess, ea: s the la-014E13 n Lab.•
Same Ingenlocs mortal 'le- introewt.ve iov t, ,his enema,
it.ter I at:
on the
im .1y. Oink elv, t r ose..-r of the tolro cf ore't int ready
to appilgue onto silk, lace or shiffoe
Thee.. is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
eleseset.- Thee. resew maks the mom
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brieer
of albs season was made with a chitton ens', tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from betteeen the
shoulders, and a handsome lace

trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very ml) and headed by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society !unction in Paris
one of the most picturesque and noticeable toilettes was of black velvet. The Louis XVd.corsage formed a
louble-breasted front and long coattail behind, while round the decolletage a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transparent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a bicork velvet
band.
L'Art Nouvenn fins ceaned to be •
sovelty, although unique and exceeds
ingly beautiful examplee are continually being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have tuned
their attention to the Russian productions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is suittient guarantee that they will not become too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from an lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining he
favor rather than losing their prestige, and very ethereal effects are pro.
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, outlined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
Incrustations is a good ftombination.
It is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man
ways is
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
Comfortable

Made at

enrich Th•t la r.e.sily

Home—in Antique

Oak 44alts, Ste.

Few families, whether in] town or
iountry, hove sufficient closet space
gowns and
In which to keep
grave unwrinkled. The otter way,
In any case, is to lay them flatly
toe smoothly In a box large ernegh
to sccommodate them at their full
length. Steh A box may he made
at home in such a way as to serve a
double purpose—that of couch and
otirdrnhe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of nnprortId wood, six feet four inches long by
about three feet four inches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or hie
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinredegra the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a see riceable cams
brie or sileesia. Then midi a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put iii
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
little expenseallipan upholsterer.
Tack an arti.olo denim or chintz in
bow plaits all around the box, and cover
die top separately, finishing the edge
of the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Rave s strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at.
ghee thrown over the foot, this makes
a comfortable couch by day, and even
by night if necessary.
An excellent ball table for a country
Souse was evolved not long ago by an
loa_erieus girl LTSIIIIALA Artelkar7
apin:Aid kitchen tiable witless a leaf.
Sle sawed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
Wain, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and left to simmer on •
stove for half a dny. This liquid v
applied to the wood and left to d
Clue got is which • number of rum;
sails had been steeped was then
berthed over, and repeated until the
able acquired a good antique oak coloring. Braes rollers were then far
(cued on the legs and an old-fashioned
brass handle put on the drawer, which
was stained inside to match the out
wide, and served for holding gloves, ete.
A scarf of dark red leather was fastened down the middle bf Vie table with
brass heeded tacks, and,behold!•reale
ly handsome "old owls" haldtablef
•of a Coo/ ose.
Willie—Pa, Is Eoliths* a protests
sr a bueinees?
Pa—Well, that depends upon do
eintstances. If you're on the who
poi, side It's a bustnees.—Philadal
data Pram.

IL I

•

Wse Collie, for ,several
Ner C.'Vs'.
tion. aunt,
Business Notes
tueoithe.
Men
.l
Persona
Bubbler! Bubblers!
W.
end
Robertson
Charles
Miessne
J. Whiteeead 'go to Hot Springs,
es
Bubblers!
Ark., ibis! week.
MR. SIMON MICHELSOI:' LEFT
Mr. Frank C. Boone has returned
of Clarkville,
4

1

Chia is tour
Luckyv Day

Mis Lena Standrod,
YESTERDAY FOR CAIRO
from sojourning at Dewson Springs,
ON BUSINESS.
Tbm., 'has 'returned home after visKy. •
iting We, Dorothy • Burnham.
Children get a Bubbler, dip in water,
Mr. Leslie Thompson, the tailoring
•Mrs. George T. 'Browne, of Fort Today the Contract for Tene. Staand you can blow bubbles.as big drummer, is here from Louisville.
Arlo, is here visiting his fable Will be Awarded-CI:._e_r
Smith,
Me. William Rutledge, the tie man ther, Capt. James. M. Brownei •
as your head.
ov.Inz.
Pa:Ct
is in the city from
There's a pleasant surprise'-ready for you right now-just step to the
.Mr. W. H. Loving has gone to
Requires no soap-suds, and therefore formerly of here,
- - - Arkansas. -earye
leTibusiness.
n
Me.
o
on
Simon MicheleCairo
nearest bar and ase for a glass cf.
NO MUSS.
Mr. E. Relikopf has gone to Ten- 'Me E. W. 'Wlhittem'ore yesterday day morning for Cairo to prepare to
One with every 25c purchase at
nessee on a business trip.
open his establishment, he having
returned from Dixon Springs.
Dr. D. G. Murrell has returned from
Mr. E. R. Parker has gone to Il- arranged to go into business there at
.1. See-el-al- eieekee el-stein Virginia and linois --to-spend several weeki,viiW- the store —now occ
by ---13en -MiWashington, D. C., accompanied by ing.
chael, who comes to Paducah and
his wife.
Trainmaster L. E. McCabe, of the takes the building James Vlaholeas
Mr. Clint Wilcox, the St. Luis gro I. C., has returned from the North- is prepavipg to vacate at 311 Broadway.
Prescriptions called for and deliv- eery drummer, is in the city visiting west.
---eteativae.
hae
gone
-to
--Ed--Reed
-here-Cecil
of
partto- any
There's a wealth of happiness in every drop. It cools, refreshes
Mrs. Joe A. Miller leaves today. for monson county, Ky., on business.
Not Let Yet.
Phones No. leo.
Harvey
Mrs.
-n., to vi-it
Nashville, Ten
For the past two Or three days
M. Roderick Watkins, of Dyersand satisfies. It's a revelation of wile an be produced when the
Cur. 4th aad Broadway,
Keep.
burg, Tenn., returned -home last ev- Liveryman John B. Teerell has been
choicest, purest malt hops are brewed by experts.
Mr. Samuel Skinner left yesterday ening after visiting Mr. Zech Hays. trying to get things in' condition to,
KENTUCKY.
PADUCAH,
on a drumming trip through Kentucky
let
new
stable
the
his
of
for
Pell,
contract
Florence
Cincinnati,
Miss
MUM
DEMAND BELVEDERE AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
and Tennessee.
is visiting Miss Marjorie Crumbugh, on Jefferson between Fourth and
1905.
18,
Tuesday Morning, July
Mr. Cade Davis has gone to Smith- of Seventh and Madison streets, this Fifth streets, but it seems different
-Tame for a eeetes
matters come up, unfit as yet the
eeeeTk.
Mrs. Joseph Jacobs, of Ames. Iowa.
Miss Suzanne Jorgenson, of Evans- work tree not been awarded He
returned home yesterday after being file, is in the city for a several weeks' stated yesterday that today the work
ci.11ed here by the death of her broth- visit to relatives and friends. She is would be let out and started light
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
er Mr. Louis Bodenheimer.
now the' guest of Mrs. William away.
Mr. Lee Schwab has returned from Wright, of Eighth and Broadway.
a trip to Virginia.
Clothier Moves,
Mr. George Moller. of the DuBois.kgene W. J. Decker, 'of the South- Kolb wholesale drug house, left yesClothier W. K. Poage yesterday
,Ern Express office here, will return to terday for Illinois upon his initial trip morning commenced removing his
(lay from Evan-yille, where he went for that concern. He is one of the 4 establishment foam his old stand on
Sunday to see his wife and child who {best drug men in the country, having Broadway between Third and Fourth
RENT-Furriehed rooms arc visiting there.
FOR
been with this concern seventeen streets, to a point on the opposite
Fourth and
41
within three blocks ..
M. Charles Wilson left yesterday years.
side of the thoroughfare, in the W. H.
Eroadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
for a Southern trip. in the interest of
Rieke building, beside the Ehey dry
his smoke-consurnieg patent.
goods
company. it will take him
FOR RENT-Three-room cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Puryear went to
severa: days to get moved and things
street
Trimble
Apply to 1335
Dawson yesterday.
straightened out for business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bradshaw, Sr.,
furnished
FOR RENT- Nicely
Mr. Will Bradshaw, Jr., and Jtulge
New Manager.
Stages Yesterday.
room. Apply 622 Jefferson. Phone and -Mrs. Joinei Campbell, and Mr.
Manager W. H. Rickliart, of the
Cairo 3b7, et ri-e.
1735.
Charley Wheeler returned yesterday
R. G. Dun agency here, has resigned
Chattanooga, 9.2. 3.5 fall.
to
go to Evansville and engage in
front Hopkinsville, where they atrise.
6.3
20.9.
Cincinnati,
FOR RENT-Front room, also two tended the funeral services ever the
mercantile business. He is succeedfall.
0.9
11.8,
Evansville,
1209
rooms for light housekeeping,
ed by J. W. Fel-haw, who has arrivremains of Mes. Elizabeth Watkins
Florence, 8.2, 3.5 rise.
Jefferson street.
ed from Galveston, Texas.
Wheeler.
Johnsonville. 7.5, re rise.
Philo Dix, the state secretary
Mr.
stand.
6.t,
Louisville,
FOR SAL.E-A two-sty frame for Y. MY C. rC. county -work has gone
•
Clerk Resigned.
Mt. Carmel, 5.7, to fall.
dwelling, seven rooms, lane recep- to Ohio county after spending saveral
Cleric John Dipole. ef the Eley dry
o.6
fall.
10.7,
Nashville.
tion hall, hot and cold water, good days here with, General . Secretary
Goods company, has resigned his poPittsburg, 4.0, 1.4 fall.
out buildings, nice yard with shape Blake G-odirey, of the local. associaand has not yet decided what
sition,
244,
St.
Louis,
1-4 fall
erces. Wil sell on terms to Tont per- tion, he will do.
fall...
6.3,
1.3
Dam
Island
Davis
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
Mrs. Simon !Michelson has gone to
Paducah, 16.8, 0.4 rise.
924 North Seventh street. New Nashville, Tettn., to attend the wedBurnside, 26, 1.4 fall.,
phone No. 630.
ding this evening of htr brother, Mg 'Carthage, 5.0, 0.9 fall.
Jo-eph Simon.
FOR SALE-Lots north side Harelk. Frank G. Sa' elidt has gone to
A large crowd wae taken to CiolFOR YOUR DINNER.
ri-on street, between 13th and 14th, Henderson for a •everal weeks" visSunday aboard the steamer TWENTY-THREE YEARS AGO
condo
south,
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
35t
364 feet 2% inches north and
it.
MEMPHIS-LOUISFIRST
Dick Fowler. She returned late that
165 feet east to west. Apply at Fra1130 UNTIL s P. M.
Mr. James Caldwell left for Lou- evening with her delegation.
VILLE RUN MADE.
ternity building, Dr. Blythe..
ieville this morning on business.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE IN CLUDED 50e. I 2:30 to 2.
Fowler arm to Evansville
Joe
The
Fabian Greenwall has yesterday and come- back tomorrow. Conductor R. E. Abernathy Left Here
Postman
Subseribe for the Register.
gone to Union county for a few Today's boat in that trade is the John
Yesterday for Jackson, Tenn.certain equide to kill person in a getdays
News From Railroad.
Hopkins.
S.
Notice.
Diatiolution
ter on Madison street.
'Mr. Le mard P. Janes and child
Tennesthe
of
out
came
Clyde
The
The water company. filed" notice k
The firm of Michelson Brothers; went to Union City, Tenn., yesterTwenty-three yesars ago yesterday
see river yesterday and lays here unthat they had completed extending
composed of M. J. and S. J. Michel- day to eisit.
beafternoon
Memphis
tomorrow
left
the
train
5
til
o'clock
first passenger
their mains on Clay between Ninth
son, and doing business at 123 South
Me. I'arry Nelon, of St. Louis, ar- fore getting away on her return that and coming on through Paducah ran
and Tenth streets.
Second street, Paducah, Ky.. is this rived h 're yesterday morning.
the
Chen.
over
Louisville
tewards
vray.
Charles Graham gave Jake Bieder- A
day dissolved. S. J. Michelson retirMrs. Harlan Wallace returned yeshere
peake, Ohio & Southwestern railroad.
The City te Savannah reached
(Continued from Fine Page.)
man on his saloon license bend bar
ing from business and MI. J. Michela terday irons visiting at Boaz station. yesterday at noon on her wept° the This was the first train after the road
.on continuing the business. All
Tick, Agent George Warfield, of Tennessee river. She comes out had been completed and built through acted upon but referred to the ordi- place of A. J. Rietz, who could not •
debts due the firm, will be collected the Ur - in depot. returned from New again nee Thursday on her way back ti. Memphis from the terminus below nance committee and City Engineer serve, as he does nut own the necesas. have
`by M. J. Michelson and all debts due Albany And Chicago yesterday Mrs.
Washington, to draft into same every- sary $t000 sureties have
here.
to the Future Great.
before they can go on city bonds.
liy the firm will be paid by him.
Warfie: ! and children return the last
Gro- thing they thought adreisable.
Memphis yesterday
Pat
of
City
Engineer
before
day
The
the
W. isf. Mitchell gave Sydney Loeb in
Signed this day, Jelly 17, ion
of the week from New Albany.
passed out of the Tennessee river gan, of this city left on a special train
!First adoption was given the ord- peace of Dick Calissi on his bond,
hf. J. MICHELSON,
Popto
went
Mr (-!ande Baker
for Memphis, carrying the railroad an inance *stipulating
bound for S:. Louis.
wagons,
that
Prey rave Sydney
while '.‘gS. J. MICHELSON.
lar Blur. Mo., yesterday to visit.
The Peters Lee reached here yes- &tor, who distributed the supplies to boxeit, or anything of an obstructive
A. J:
of
Loeb
in
place
for
yesterday
Mr. Henry Cave left
terday en route doein to4 Memphis the different stations opened between nature should be left standing on the
& Mitchell last May get
Seawright
a visit at Sanithiand.
here and Memphis. The day follow- streets or alleyways, except for temfrom Cincinnati.
nut a license to run a saloon creel
Dr. R. E. H:one eas returned from
The Rees Lee passed Sunday bound ing. July 17, 1882, there came out of porary purposes while people are
the
last of this year, and paid in
attending the bedside of his sick fa- for Cincinnati from Memphis.
Memphis the first passenger train t ra sacting their
The their Sitio. The
business.
first of Jilie date
ther at Nashvele.
The City of SaItillo leaves St. that ran all the way through.
metoare also provides that slop wa- quit busineee and want to be
Armendt, Milton I.ouis tomorrow afternoon for the
TV
W.
lislessrs.
ter amid such shall not be swept out funded $75 of the license money.
For that Tired Feel- Gant, Charles Kinibley, J. L. Hick- Tennessee river on her initial trip, and
Went Home Yesterday.
onto the sidewalk, neither shall or- This matter was referred to City Sot man. R. L. Weldon, Morton Rad- posses here Friday morning on her Conductor R. E. Abernathy left the ange, banana or suele other peelings
_
ing, 140fifs of Appetite
licitor Puryeae foci legal dtcision as,
ford, WI. E. McDciriald, Peter Hug- way up.
railroad bovpitat net-today and wow be dropped on the Iffighways. The
Nervous
to
whether they cae bi- returned
here
He
Tenn.
arrived
ger and Hugh Kimbley, of OwensJackson,
in
to. his home
The Reuben Dunbar
fine for violatioo Of • the bill is fixed or not.
their
on
and Spring Fever.
hone arrived here yesterday
yesterday from Nashville in place of was accompanied by his wife, who at $5 to Sto
It was ordered that before W. W.
Sweetheart and Moon- the Bob Dudley, and left in the after- has been with him since he was inadoption s Gibson's $75 to be refunded, if done*
Guaranteed to cure pleasureenboats,
first
given
was
There
for
Ala.,
route to Florence.
jured.
noon for Clarksville.
resolution exempting the Karnes & at all, that there be deducted from
Chills and Fever. For a jaunt.
He was carelessly handling a reHill brickyard, just started up, for a leant one month's saloon *reuse, be
to
gone
has
Wallnce Parker
velvet while his freight train was at
RECORD BREAKER.
sale by All Drug Stores
of five years, keen paying city having run that 'Ong while the minperiod
Dyersburg. Tenn., to visit.
Valley, Ky., when the firearm
The municipality always extaxes.
over his license,
Price 50c per Bottle. Mr. Albert Foster, wife and child. Colonel Bud Dale Has Housed 115,3112 Water
went off and sent a bullet through his empt, all new concerns as an in- ed was deliberating
eivich.be did not take.
and
ago
weeks
This
two
was
have returned from visiting Mrs.
finger.
Transients in One Year.
ducement for diem to be inauguratIt was ordered that an cmfinance I
Foster's mother in Abilene. Kas
he was brought here and cared for at
ed.
be brought in preventing ice wagon
here
between
the
the
runs
He
Mr. Dan L. Adams and wife went
hospital.
of
Colonel Bud Dale, proprietor
To the board of works was refer- driver* from, ringing their bens and
to Dawson yesterday to visit.
New Richmond hotel at First and and Jackson.
red the petition from property own-. wings before 6 o'clock itt the mornSheriff Lee Potter has returned Broodway, has had charge of that
ere asking that there be graded and ing, and also preventing them from
Surgeon Back.
-The heat yesterday run the ther- from Oklahoma.
hostelry this last time just one year
graveled Little avenue from the pres- /Pounding their gong, within one
and
of
wife
the
child.
of
Mur-ell,
G.
D.
afterMoore,
Chief
Surgeon
Sunday
books
T.
T.
Mr.
the
while
too,
up
mometer- to
yesterday. He counted
ent
graveled terminus, South to Pax- block of chstrchei during preaening•
after
from
home
noon it went to 102. More. warm Henderson, have returned
and found that (luring that period he railroad hospit'al, has returned
ton street, then west to Bloom etreet, hours Sunday morning and eight.
Moore.
acmonth,
Robert
past
for
the
J
sojourning
eday.
Mr.
riot
for
this
visiting
promise
transient,
the
weather is
Las housed 16.381
around to
On motion the board adjourned. •
Miss Jessie Wisdom, of New Or- including his regular boarders. That companied by his wife, in Virginia then to,the Pool road and
-There was a nice shower yesterthe city limits.
atfrom
Washington.
yesterday
and
returnee
leans,
is a sere record-brearker.
day afternoon near 4 o'clock. It found
Mgeonic Notice.
It was ordered rilat the water comparty, and
4,•
the earth so dry it was gone almost tending a Memphis 'house
on Goebel
NO. 44% F & A.'
mains
Lodge
its
pany
City
extend
Plain
C.
George
Mrs.
Hollenbec
of
Resigned.
guest
the
again
is
AMERICA.
YOUNG
as soon as it fell.
M.. will meet tonight at 7-30 in
Storekeeper A. J. Holientrec, of the avenue and also Bridge street.
-Mrs. Lawrence Rasor is quite ill Wallace. her aunt
All master
Scott Overton, of 1024 South .tatesd communication
has Three Arrived in This World Just local shops for the Illinois Ceotral
Dorian
J.
John
Treasurer
City
-at her /Poole.
South
125
of
to
John
Deed,
attend, as
Tenth,
requested
are
Macon*
in
meetiiig
assistant
been
appointed
has
Catholic
railroad,
After Fourth of July.
-A supposed mad dog wa, killed gone to attend a
Second and Hays & Company, of business of -imports/wee 141111 be transthe
Louisville
brings
of
he
storekeeper
general
returning
On
Chicago.
Sunday at Eighth and Harrison.
been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Sanders, of Ten & Nlashville railroad, with headquar- Twelfth and Trimble were granted acted.
-The Paducah Revolver and Rifle his daughter, who has
BleckGEO. 0. INGRAM, Master. 6
there.
street, have a new boy baby. ters in Louisville, where he goes to- saloon licenses, settee E. W.
nessee
club is preparing to locate their range
six
a
for
$75
his
refunded
was
well
Secretary.
ROTH,
F.
succeeded
is
yesHe
charge.
a
take
returned
have
to
day
Mrs. Aaron Hurley
Mr. and Mira. Hal Sullivan
on Twenty-fifth street between Jeffer••••••..
months' saloon- license. because the
kalum_tern
44:azzaza.,4w.
urI7y.
1Py
IW
nroe, Jew oenstile the cityson an-4
being
tie
not
granted,
was
license
Twin
Ill.
Surviving
Memphis
at
the
more
in
department
of
Caldwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
limits, as -the property owner, Dr. S. Knob, Ill.
The little girl of Mk-. Robert Cox.
and other points. Mr. Trent is a Pa- unable to fumes& the necessary bondsMiss Elizabeth Williamson has re- Arcadia, have a new sore
E. Caldwell, has consented to it being
,
in
guargive
to
haft
saloonists
men
the *axon's- Mill section of the
of
Claire.
dricahan
Rose
in
turned from visiting
used for that purpose.
anteeing to tile city that they will run county, is preeeriottser ill and the
received
yesterday
Hollenhec
Mr.
Trimof
fameer,
and
Garber
EAGLES.
Mir.
NOTICE
-Sunday Coroner Crow held an
membership in art offer from the general purchasing an orderly establishment. Dye & doctors do not have much hope for
inquest over the remains of the three- ble street, have gone to Springfield. 'All persons holding
Fraternal Or- agent of the Panama Isthmian com- Stewart were refunded their $75, be- its recovery. The child is a twin of
the
of
Aries
to
visit.
Ill.,
outside
weeks-old ehild of Martha Weathers,
of Pa- mission to take the place of general cause their application for a license the little five months' old baby Mr.
the
residents
to
gone
der of Eagles, now
Mrs. J. B. Hall has
colored, of 629 North Ninth street. It
communicate storekeeper for the canal work at $2.- was refused; the good people of Me- and Mine Cox lost only last Satur •
her
of
bedside
to
the
to
attend
requested
county
are
dutah,
-died of spasms.
with me at once, as are those who co and residence per year. He may chanicsburg. protesting against them day, and whith was buried Sundaro
-Napreaching was held Sunday at sick faeher.
Clements at the tifscrendree cc:peter,
Prather,
Roy
Agent
Ticket
have
Night
applied for membership in the accept -teat and refuse the Louisville beers allowed to run on
the First Christian church on account
street.
Importplace.
-here.
shortly
leaves
depot,
Union
aerie to he organized
of Rev. W. H. P,inkererm being slight- of the
W. D. Scott, Artnner Gardner and
Moonlight Excursion.
&
for New York and Atlantic City to ant business LOUTS 4/. HEAD,
ly ill (and the weather so warm.
by
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Armour
of the Y. M. C. A. NOIR
The
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ladies
of
Co.
Rail.
Click
Newspaper
Withers,
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gone
I.
one
month
he
Regieter
Care
--The hospital directors believe
Siinday 3o3 tickets were sold for peitition, to the board, claiming oven- give a moonlight extortion on the
40.
they can get the institirtion open by of Horse Branch, comes down to fill
steamer Dick Fowler. from 8 to 10:30
excursion that came through over assesament of rspective proper
the
the
other's
during
absence.
Summer Complaints
•ATItursday, and if possible, will throw his place
from they own. The matter was referrid is'eleck Thursday night. A large
for
bound
Evansville
C.
I.
the
-months-old
5
reMack
Hill,
of
the
Princeton,
Mrs.
Aline
Loretta,
pub'•the doors back and welcome the
to the 'roan' of super-visors.
crowd shoed take advantage of this
2 Fulton.
1k with an informal reception to in- turned home yesterday after visiting child of Mr. W. F. Clark, died at
Sidoentiete Mattock., Jame, Butner, opportnnity for a delightful everrieg
Ott'it.
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their
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C.
The
I.
at
the
of
afternoow
Neva
Hill,
and
Mimes
Bertha
yesterday
o'clock
spect the place.
home, Ong Ohio street, and will be tion at Florence Statien, ane tern Levy Lee and Will Greek Offered as on the. river.
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'but when
Grates that he -be permitted to use commander, J. V. Grief, adjutant,
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way Sunday near Midlale, Vt.
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ed to her home :3 Clarksville, Twin. ganeeld yesterday after visiting her rest. ,
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DRUG STORE
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Ask Your Grocer .
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ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

River Ripplings.
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The World,
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